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Summer is a time of weddings and wild bache-
lorette parties that last all night. 

Forgo the traditional pajama party for a chance 
to dance from dusk ‘til dawn at Caribbean Club!

As one of the Kyiv’s oldest and best clubs, there 
is no better place to celebrate your bachelorette 
party than with us. 

Every Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Satur-
day we showcase the best bands and shows in 
the city.

Enjoy performances, live music, and then dance 
all night long, and then watch the sun come up 
before your big day.

Thousands of brides have enjoyed their last few 
days of being single with Caribbean Club – won’t 
you join them?

Symona  Petlyury 4
+380 (67) 224 4411
www.caribbean.com.ua 
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From the Editor

I’ve been away for little over a month on business outside of  
Ukraine. And while I am very careful to stay in touch with the finer 
side of  goings-on in my beautiful city of  Kyiv, I don’t always have a 
fuller feel for what is happening on the macro scale. Google does a 
decent enough job, I suppose, and on this fine morning, nine hours 
behind the comings and goings of  people in Ukraine, the country 
looks to be somewhat stable. 
But with a war going on and the international media far more in-
terested in the last stupid thing that came out of  Trump’s mouth, 
the smaller stories sometimes get missed. The shenanigans of  Pu-
tin on his bike, for example; Kyiv supermarkets selling school dia-
ries featuring the map of  Ukraine without Crimea; another four 
Ukrainian soldiers dead on the front after a shell attack…
I have responsibilities outside of  trying to help keep my adopted 
country together, certainly. However, when time slows ever so brief-
ly and a moment to breathe presents itself, I take that moment, sit 
back, allow the view to blur, and I think about what these things 
really mean. 
For many, they will be just news stories – soundbites that pop up 
in a newsfeed, allowing for conversation at the dinner table to take 
on a more international slant. For others, these stories hit closer 
to home. 
We teach our children every day, for example, that stealing is bad. 
However, a Ukrainian map without Crimea tells them, in the 
most grandiose way, that stealing is okay as long as you’re bigger 
and meaner. 
More men dead as they try to defend our borders. These are not 
unknown soldiers, but people with faces, names, families, children, 
homes. Homes they will never visit again, inside of  which there are 
people they will never see or hold again.
And Putin, on a bike, in Ukraine. Dubbed “pathetic” by Ukraine 
(and my own thoughts are not wholly dissimilar) following media 
reports by Moscow that these visits were “routine”, little could be 
done as he went romping around Sevastopil with his beloved ra-
cial supremacist, gay-fearing, culture-hating Night Wolves earlier 
this month. 
If  I were to believe everything in the news, I would think Ukraine 
was in big trouble. I know, however, that Ukraine has an anniversa-
ry coming up, and on this anniversary the country comes together 
in a magical way – a way I know in no other place. Though inde-
pendence officially took effect only 28 years ago, this geographical 
space has seen and lived through more than 100 seasons of  Game 
of  Thrones, and вона ще не вмерла. It is this same determination 
that, despite the ups and downs of  a tyrant across the border and 
a comedian at the helm, keeps the country moving on to bigger, 
better, and greater things.
Happy Independence Day Ukraina – long may you roar!

“If I were to believe 
everything in the news, 
I would think Ukraine was 
in big trouble”

Editor-in-Chief 
Lana Nicole Niland



41 Kyivska street, Chubynske village, Boryspil region
www.bentley-kyiv.com

+380 (44) 499 9 499

BENTLEY OPENS
SHOWROOM 

IN KYIV
 
•  Biggest stand-alone dealership in Europe: Bentley Kyiv
•  Exclusive opening celebration on Bentley’s Centenary
•  Presentation of Mulsanne W.O. Edition by Mulliner
 
Bentley Motors is celebrating the opening of its biggest 
exclusive dealership in Europe, Bentley Kyiv. The new 
dealership is an important step for strengthening the 
British luxury brand’s presence in Central Eastern Europe.  
Bentley Kyiv, operated by the Winner Group on a 1760 m² 
area located close to Kyiv airport, off ers customer sales 
and ast ersales facilities. This includes the complete 
Bentley model range, consisting of the Bentayga, Flying 
Spur, Mulsanne and the all-new Continental GT range.  
The showroom personalisation area showcases the 
brand’s broad palette of exterior paints and leather op-
tions in an exclusive environment.
On 10 July, the same day the Kyiv showroom opens, 
Bentley Motors is celebrating its centenary anniversary.  
As part of this exclusive opening event, Bentley Kyiv pre-
sented the new Mulsanne W.O. Edition by Mulliner. This 
superbly crast ed car, which includes a piece of W.O.’s per-
sonal 1930 8 Litre’s crankshast , pays tribute to Bentley’s 
founding father and is restricted to just 100 examples.
 
Robert Engstler, Regional Director for Europe, said: 
“We are very grateful for the extraordinary commitment 
John Hynansky has demonstrated in the investment of 
the new Bentley Kyiv showroom. This is true entrepre-
neurship in challenging times.”

CEO and Owner Winner Group Ukraine, John Hynan-
sky commented: “It is truly an honour and a privilege 
to represent such an esteemed brand as Bentley in 
Ukraine. We believe that entering this partnership is 100 
per cent aligned with Winner’s core vision of providing 
best in class automotive products and services to our 
customers.” 

Bentley Motors is the most sought ast er luxury car brand 
in the world. The company’s headquarters in Crewe 
is home to all of its operations including design, R&D, 
engineering and production of the company’s four model 
lines, Continental, Flying Spur, Bentayga, and Mulsanne. 
The combination of fi ne crast smanship, using skills that 
have been handed down through generations, alongside 
engineering expertise, and cutting-edge technology is 
unique to UK luxury car brands such as Bentley. It is 
also an example of high-value British manufacturing at 
its best. Bentley employs around 4 000 people at Crewe. 
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What’s New

Zavoz from MOZ
In early July, MOZ (the Ukrainian Ministry 
of  Health) began work on a project to pro-
vide new sanitary recommendations for the 
country. We thought we’d give you a heads-
up about what may be in store.
Your winter footwear can breathe a sigh 
of  relief: this winter will be much kinder to 
your boots. The ubiquitous salt-sand mix has 
now been banned from use: instead, roads 
will be covered in granite dust and 7% salt. 
It is reusable, economical, ecological, and 
shoe-sparing. It should also be good for our 
furry friends who aren’t so keen on shoes (i.e. 
dogs and other pets).
Have you ever made a mad dash round the 
park, desperately searching for a toilet? Then 
you’ll be pleased with this next item too: 
more toilets are planned for public places. 
What’s more, each toilet will be required to 
provide a baby changing table and drinking 
water.
Recycling is finally here, and that means 
more bins; one every 60 metres, to be pre-
cise. This should keep parks neat and tidy. 
Now, what about punishment for people 
who continue to throw litter on the ground 
regardless? 
Tree-pruning (previously valued for its ‘reju-
venating’ effect) is now forbidden, as is plant-
ing bushes and plants with barbed twigs or 
poisonous leaves and fruits. This makes the 
world a little safer for animals and kids. Plus, 
burning leaves is now a no-no, so we’re all 
going to breathe easier in the autumn.
One of  the last big changes is about inclusiv-
ity: authorities are looking to provide ramps 
and lifts for wheelchairs and prams at various 
underground pedestrian crossings. 
In order to make sure these proposals are 
universally suitable meetings are currently 
being held with stakeholders with the pro-
jected regulations under scrutiny. If  you have 
an opinion on the matter, there is still an op-
portunity for your questions and concerns to 
be heard (and the ministry may well extend 
the deadline for this). Go ahead and let them 
know what you think. Further details can be 
found at moz.gov.ua

Ukrainian Para 
Taekwondo Fighters 
Qualify for 2020 
Paralympics

Ukraine will be well represented when 
Para taekwondo makes its Paralympic de-
but in Tokyo next summer. Zaporizhzhia’s 
six-time world champion Vika Marchuk 
booked her ticket with a gold medal at last 
month’s world championships. Ranked 
No. 1 in the women’s up to 49 kg K43 
division, she’ll be forced to compete with 
some of  the sport’s top fighters as Den-
mark’s undefeated K44 world champion 
Lisa Gjessing and China’s superstar teen 
Yujie Li are in the same division. 
Vinnytsia’s former world champion Anton 
Shvets will be joining her as he moved to 
No. 1 in the men’s up to 75 kg K43 division 
after claiming silver at the Asian champion-
ships. Yuliya Lypetska also looks like she’ll 
qualify in the women’s over 58 kg K43 divi-
sion. Barring an injury or collapse of  form, 
the No. 2-ranked fighter has built a 30-point 
lead in the qualification race after a gold at 
the Asian championships, which should see 
her make the trip to Japan as well. 
Congratulations to all the fighters!

Zelenskyy makes Trip 
to Turkey
Ukraine’s President has recently been 
on a trip to court Turkish strongman 
President Recep Tayip Erdogan. While 
standing together at a joint press con-
ference, Zelenskyy stated in front of  his 
Turkish counterpart that he was sure 
that “together, we will find a way to 
make Russia respect international law”. 
It has been noted that Zelenskyy lacks 
diplomatic refinement, to put it nicely, 
but in this case, though the words are 
all right, the tune is a bit off. The prob-
lem is that while Erdogan has had an on 
again off again kind of  bromance with 
Russian President Vladimir Putin their 
relationship status right now is of  the 
more friendly variety. Shooting down 
a Russian military jet only briefly ham-
pered the course of  true love.
Putin has enjoyed the pleasure of  Erdo-
gan’s company in Moscow a couple of  
times this year, and in the releases follow-
ing the second meeting in April the two 
men pledged to deepen their defence 
ties. Showing that was more than just a 
statement of  intent, Turkey has recently 
taken delivery of  a Russian built S-400 
missile defence system, which, as Tur-
key is a member of  NATO, is somewhat 
complicated.

At present, there is no regulatory 
system for implementing these new 
provisions. It is therefore likely that 
the ministry will also need to set up a 
new body for their enforcement and 
inspection.

A Pipeline to Dependency
It will come as no surprise to anyone reading this that Russia does not particularly like 
Ukraine. As Russia launched a war against Ukraine, this should be self-evident. But do 
you know how many elements to this war there are? It is, rightly, described as a “hybrid” 
war, and the components to it aren’t limited to the destruction of  Donbas and disregard 
for human life there. There’s also the information war, the gas war, and so on.
Russia’s gas wars against Ukraine are not new. They’ve resorted to cutting off the gas to 
and through this country a few times. But underway right now is a massive investment 
by Russia into a new pipeline called Nord Stream II, and this pipe is designed to cut off 
the revenues Ukraine receives for transiting Russian gas to European customers. Russia is 
happy to spend billions of  dollars, as long as it is depriving Ukraine of  billions of  dollars 
at the same time (but don’t tell their pensioners that).
Fortunately, even though Russia has managed to find many from the German political 
sphere who would shill for them, Denmark has decided to throw a fly in the ointment. 
The Danes, being true supporters of  democracy in general, have refused to allow Russia 
permission to build their pipeline in Danish territorial waters, and so Gazprom are faced 
with a significant delay in construction and an added bill of  about $800 million. At least 
that’s $800 million less that can’t now be spent on the Russian tanks and ammunition still 
killing people in the Donbas. 
Long term though, Russia will finish this project, and when they do any country that has 
allowed themselves to become dependent on Russian gas will be finding out that Russia 
has got them over a barrel. 
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Congratulations 
Vladimir 
Vladimirovych!
20 years ago, on 9 August 1999, Vladimir 
Putin came to power in Russia. On that 
day he was first appointed as one of  
three Deputy Prime Ministers, and then 
later on that day he was made the coun-
try’s Prime Minister. He parlayed his 
role up to that of  President later, on New 
Year’s Eve the same year. 
Putin has not, obviously, let go of  the 
reins of  power in the last 20 years, 
though a brief  smoke and mirrors swap 
with his PM/President-in-name-only/
PM Dmitry Medvedev made it look a 
little bit like he cared about the Rus-
sian constitution. Oh, on the subject 
of  the Russian constitution, one of  the 
things that it supposedly “guarantees” is 
the right of  freedom of  assembly. This 
“right” has clearly just been ignored in 
recent weeks as riot police have arrested 
thousands of  peaceful protesters in Mos-
cow over the past few weekends, and the 
weekend coming (at the time of  writing) 
looks set to be another big challenge for 
the tyrant in the Kremlin, with Russian 
rapper Oxxxymiron telling his 1.3 mil-
lion followers on Twitter that he’s join-
ing in the next Saturday stroll around 
the city.

Parliament 
to Reconvene
The date is set, on 29 August Ukraine’s 
newly elected Members of  Parliament 
will gather at their new place of  work. 
Here they come, ready or not! As has 
been noted, the vast majority of  the 
folks who have been elected to create 
the laws of  the land are newbies. The 
reason for this is two of  the five parties 
who got passed the 5% threshold to be 
represented in parliament decided that 
MPs from the last convocation need not 
apply, such was the demand for a newer 
kind of  politics in Ukraine.
Where this will lead us is anyone’s guess. 
True, new faces were needed, but the 
fact is that Ukraine has its most inex-
perienced president ever, and now the 
parliament is the most inexperienced 
ever too.  And that inexperienced par-
liament is set to be dominated by that 
same inexperienced president. What 
can we say? He was duly elected, as was 
his party, and maemo scho maemo, as 
they say in Ukrainian. 
One thing’s for certain, this political 
season is unlikely to be dull!

The Sky’s The Limit!
Home-grown Ukrainian airline SkyUp is 
not beating around the bush. Their early 
life has been hampered and frustrated by 
frivolous lawsuits from people looking to 
protect monopoly positions in this area, 
but SkyUp has pressed on unperturbed. 
The airline has just announced plans to 
expand the number of  routes they fly, in-
cluding new direct flights between Lviv 
and Kharkiv, which is the first (incred-
ible, but, true) air bridge between the 
capitals of  eastern and western Ukraine.
For those of  us based in Kyiv, SkyUp has 
plenty of  options to get us away from the 
capital for a few days, and with prices as 
low as roughly 500 UAH for a direct sin-
gle flight from Kyiv to either Odesa or 
Lviv. People wanting to go further afield 
will find that SkyUp can carry them 
to all kinds of  destinations, including 
Spain, Italy, France, and Cyprus.

A Special Gold Medal
Sporting traditions run strong here and Ukraine has produced a number of  world class ath-
letes over the years. But one young Ukrainian, very young in fact, just claimed a major sport-
ing prize at the tender age of  just 13! 
Oleksiy Sereda wowed the home crowd at the European Diving Championships, held in Kyiv 
on 5-11 August, and with his gold medal Oleksiy becomes the youngest European champion 
ever in the history of  this competition. This young Ukrainian hero won his medal in the men’s 
10-metre platform competition. Yes, that’s right, he was competing against the grownups.
Oleksiy, who has already qualified to represent his country at the 2020 Olympics in Tokyo, 
Japan, was part of  a Ukrainian team which secured seven medals at the championships: three 
gold; three silver; and 1 bronze, allowing Ukraine to finished in second place in the overall 
medal table. 
This Ukrainian prodigy is definitely one to watch!

Zelenskyy Travels West
He’s been to Canada to visit Justin, it’s 
only Fair Donald gets him next, and there 
are talks that Volodya will be gracing the 
White House soon. According to reports, 
Trump thinks Zelenskyy is a “very reason-
able guy”. And why wouldn’t he? The pair 
of  them were elected under the most odd 
of  circumstances, with the same amount 
of  experience in politics – нуль. 
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1. Meet the dawn. Remember how you 
felt after leaving school – that absolute-
ly everything in life was possible, that the 
whole world was at your feet, and that the 
summer would be unforgettable? There’s 
nothing stopping you from meeting this 
time again, whether you left school weeks 
or decades ago. To feel a sense of  unity with 
the universe, make sure you prepare for the 
event: find out exactly what time the sun 
rises and go to the highest point in the city. 
Be sure to bring your friends and a bottle 
of  champagne, and make a wish that will 
surely come true before the end of  summer.
2. Go to an open-air festival. Each fes-
tival is unique; what’s more, no matter how 
many times you’ve been to a certain festival 
before, it’ll be different each time. If  you’re 
hesitating about which to choose, consult 
our festivals calendar on page XX.
3. Pick a nearby town you’ve never 
visited, and plan a two-day holiday. 
You’ll be surprised: even the smallest of  
towns has its own special charm. Even a 
short trip is enough to renew your energy 
and make you see the world differently.
4. Have breakfast on the balcony or 
the roof. With a cup of  tea or coffee, in 
the cool fragrant morning breeze, you’ll feel 
ready to take on new challenges.
5. Collect a bouquet of  wildflowers. 
Give to a loved one or decorate your own 
kitchen table.

Summer –  
A Lifetime in Miniature

AS THE THIRD MONTH 
OF SUMMER SETS IN, SO 
DOES THE LONGING TO 

SOAK UP WHAT’S LEFT 
OF THE WARM DAYS AND 
LONG EVENINGS. WE’VE 
BRAINSTORMED A LIST 
OF TIPS WE HOPE WILL 

INSPIRE YOU TO BREAK 
OUT OF YOUR ROUTINE 

AND LIVE AUGUST TO 
THE FULL

6. Try something new. Cook a new 
dish, taste a new flavour of  ice cream, test-
drive a car, or do a parachute jump: it all 
depends on your imagination.
7. Walk all night. Gather some friends 
on a Friday evening after work and set off 
together. You can always catch up on sleep 
the following weekend.
8. Get into one new good habit. May-
be you forget about the lift and start taking 
the stairs. Or, devise a simple daily exercise 
routine: warm-up, 10 squats and 10 push-
ups. Or, maybe you finally buy yourself  a 
reusable coffee cup and start helping keep 
the planet clean.
9. Create a new playlist. Choose songs 
about the summer, or songs that you per-
sonally associate with this season. Then, in 
the autumn rain and winter snow, you can 
listen and reminisce.
10. Play football. Or beach volleyball. 
Do whatever you like, as long as it’s an out-
door team sport. Flashback to childhood 
guaranteed.
11. Go hiking
12. Spend the day at an amusement park
Try every ride you see and take a selfie on 
the Ferris wheel. For the full nostalgic expe-
rience, buy a stick of  candy floss. 
13. Get an unusual haircut or pick out 
some clothes you’d never normally wear
14. Visit an open-air cinema
Somehow, films are that much better under 
the stars. 
15. Have a party. The very fact that sum-
mer is almost over is a good enough reason. 
16. Confess your love to someone. In 
person, of  course: you can’t do it without 
looking into their eyes. 
17. Dive into a river or a lake Or just 
find a pool with a diving board. Stay hun-
gry, stay foolish.

18. Write a letter to whatever god you be-
lieve in. Be grateful for the amazing sum-
mer you have been enjoying. 
19. Get away from the bright lights of  the 
city and go stargazing
Make a wish on a shooting star.
20. Talk to someone you’ve lost touch with 
And no, that doesn’t mean commenting on 
their Instagram or Facebook post, but ac-
tually making the time to meet face to face.
21. Dance a slow dance with someone special
22. Learn a few sentences in the language 
of  a country you’d like to visit (or perhaps 
have visited several times, without speaking 
a word). We recommend starting with Ital-
ian. Barista, mi porte una bevanda!
23. Start a daily writing ritual
Whether it’s a diary, or just writing down 
one word to describe each day.
24. Fly to Cappadocia 
In a balloon.
25. Alter your attitude to the rain
If  the summer showers catch you by surprise, 
don’t be discouraged: seize the moment. 
26. Make one of  your youthful dreams 
come true
Dig through your memories and act.
27. Be silly. Sing songs, laugh loudly, have a 
water fight, draw on the asphalt
As Saint-Exupéry said: “All adults were chil-
dren once, but few of  them remember it.”
28. For one day only, say yes to everything
Remember that film with Jim Carrey?
29. Have a photoshoot – whether that 
means spontaneous selfies with your 
friends, or hiring a professional photogra-
pher. You’ll have a wonderful memento to 
look back on in winter, and indeed for years 
to come. 
30. Fall in love 
Again.

Daria Isaeva



Summer –  
A Lifetime in Miniature



Yana Ondyol

THERE IS 
SOMETHING ABOUT 
THE CARPATHIANS: 

A MIX OF RUSTIC 
LIFESTYLE AND 
MOUNTAINOUS 

PARADISE SET 
AGAINST CHARMING 

TOWNS AND COSY 
VILLAGES
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Must Do
GO RAFTING
Prut and Cheremosh are the two most 
popular river destinations among fans of  
extreme rafting. Local rafting clubs offer 
tours up to four days long with the nec-
essary guidance and equipment to get 
through the most challenging thresholds 
of  the Cheremosh River. 
Season: April-September

 350 UAH/day.
Equipment may cost extra. 

EXPLORE VERKHOVYNA WITH A 
QUAD BIKE
Adrenaline, wind, speed. The routes are 
designed for beginners and professional 
drivers, with corresponding complexity 
levels. The path goes through compli-
cated passageways, mud barriers, and 
mountain ranges. Fun is guaranteed!
Season: Spring-Summer

 800 UAH/day

GO MOUNTAIN HIKING 
Journeys to the highest Carpathian spots 
(Hoverla, Pip Ivan, Hutyn Tomnatyk) 
are the most attractive options for tour-
ists. The most popular route to Hoverla 
(2061m) starts from Zaroslyak basecamp. 
It is an eight-hour hike, covering the 7-8km 
distance in both directions. The first route 
section is the easiest; the group passes 
through the forest, crossing the woodland 
edge to reach splendid meadows. The top 
of  Mount Hoverla is a small flat area of-
fering fantastic views of  the surrounding 
landscapes. 
Tip: even in summer, the mountain cli-
mate is unpredictable. Be ready for the 
weather to change at any moment. Tour-
ists are advised to have sun protection, 
raincoats, and warm winter clothes for 
safety reasons. 
Season: May-October

 250 UAH/person

RELAX WITH A HORSE RIDE
The Hutsul horse is a local breed popular 
among shepherds. The breed is a perfect 
choice for hippotherapy, agro- and moun-
tain tourism. Gallop across the hills of  the 
Carpathian National Park, discover the 
local lifestyle and just go for a peaceful 
ride up across the meadows of  Verkho-
vyna. 
Tip: The minimum age for riding a 
horse is 5-6 years.
Season: April-September

 200 UAH/hour

Must Eat 
Authenticity lies at the heart of  
traditional Carpathian cooking, 
which preservs and combines original 
Hungarian, Czech, Slovakian, and 
Romanian recipes. Dishes vary be-
tween regions and that’s what makes 
Carpathian food incredibly rich, with 
so much to uncover. Corn flour, dough 
and meat spiced with mildly pungent 
red pepper are all central elements to 
the cuisine. 

BOHRACH
This is one of  the most popular camp-
fire dishes in the region, although its 
origins are purely Hungarian. Bohrach 
consists of  smoked ribs, beef, pork, veal 
and salo; veggies such as carrot, sweet 
pepper, potato and tomatoes all spiced 
with pepper, dill, and thyme. 

HOMBOVTSI
Sweet cheese or dough balls coated in 
breadcrumbs and stuffed with various 
fruit fillings. Sounds like a dessert, yet it 
is a recommended dinner for Carpathi-
an tourists.

BANOSH
A corn flour dish dressed with sour cream. 
Banosh is served with brynza (brined 
cheese), park cracklings, or mushrooms. 

KNEDLYKY
A distinctive speciality of  Czech origin, 
the recipe differs from one place to the 
next. This is a steamed dough dish dressed 
with mushroom sauce, fried onion, and 
sour cream. Knedlyky served with melted 
chocolate, fruit syrups, and chopped nuts 
turn into a delicious dessert.

Must Visit
SYNEVYR 
A legendary lake where the events of  
Mykhailo Kotsubynskiy’s novel take place, 
it is a mystical spot where local rituals and 
customs live on. It is little wonder that Syn-
evyr is believed to be a source of  rejuvena-
tion for those exhausted by the urban bustle. 
The road to the lake from the Mizhhirya re-
gion is 32km long. Since the location is fairly 
high up, any kind of  transport will come in 
handy. The locals are always happy to give 
you a ride, so you’ll get the chance to enjoy 
the splendid Carpathian views. 

KOLOCHAVA VILLAGE
Kolochava is a small yet unique Carpathian 
village with a well-preserved culture, mixing 
ancient and traditional Christian customs. 
To fully immerse yourself  in the genuine 
lifestyle of  the locals, listen to their stories 
about rebellions against the oppressive 
Austro-Hungarian rule, and make sure you 
enjoy those breathtaking mountain views. 
Stare Selo is a must-visit for those who have 
Kolochava on their tourist route.  This first 
Carpathian open-air museum of  architec-
ture and rural life is a chance to dive into the 
300-year history of  the local residents. 

VALLEY OF DAFFODILS
Visit the small city of  Khust (Zakarpatska 
oblast) to capture the spectacle of  the daffo-
dils in bloom. Protected by UNESCO, this 
is the largest area of  more than 400 species 
of  daffodils in Central Europe. The way the 
valley is ripe with legends and tales; don’t 
hesitate to choose a local guide. 

SHYPIT MIDSUMMER FEST
The night of  7 July is the date when the 
Shypit Waterfall brings together punks, 
hippies, Rastafari, and Adamites from 
Ukraine and neighbouring countries. The 
festival is all about guitar songs around a 
midsummer bonfire, hanging out, and 
celebrating a return to nature. Shypit fest 
visitors have been congregating on the pla-
teau since July 1993, gathering subculture 
groups from all over the former Soviet Un-
ion. Since then, the event has been gaining 
traction under the motto ‘Love, Peace and 
Wine’. You might have missed the gig this 
year, but mark it in your calendar for 2020, 
and take in the fest that promises “no ag-
gression and no damage to nature”.

Eat 

VisitDo 
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INDEPENDENCE
Illya Ovchar

Though there was something close to an in-
dependent Ukraine in 1917, it only lasted 
until 1918, when the Soviet Union de fac-
to invaded the territories. It would be an-
other 73 years before Ukraine became a 
recognised independent state. In honour 
of  24 August, we recognise the path the 
country has taken to become an autono-
mous self-governing country.

THE LAST DAYS OF THE UNION
The first step towards independence was 
the passing of  the declaration of  Ukrainian 
sovereignty on 16 August 1990 – a pioneer-
ing document of  its kind in the USSR. Af-
ter this, it took just under a year for Ukraine 
to become an independent state. 
Like the three other major protest move-
ments and revolutions (in 2001, 2004, and 
2013-2014), the so-called Revolution on 
Granite was sparked by a student protest 
on Maidan. At that time, it was still called 
the Square of  the October Revolution, 
adding an extra layer of  irony, as the ac-

THE LONG ROAD TO

UKRAINE’S STRUGGLE FOR 
INDEPENDENCE IS BEST 

DESCRIBED BY THE TERM 
‘PERPETUAL MOTION’. INDEED, 
EVER SINCE THE EASTERN AND 

CENTRAL REGIONS BECAME 
PART OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE, 
THE FIRST MOVEMENTS FOR 

INDEPENDENCE BEGAN TO 
EMERGE

UKRAINIAN INDEPENDENCE TIMELINE

1990 – Revolution on Granite
24 August 1991 – Ukraine declares its independence following a coup attempt in Russia
1994 – Leonid Kuchma wins the elections
1996 – the Ukrainian constitution is implemented and the hryvnia introduced
2004 – the Orange Revolution against Viktor Yanukovych leads to Viktor Yushchenko’s victory
2010 – Yanukovych wins the presidential elections
November 2013 – the Euromaidan revolution starts
20 February 2014 – mass shootings on Institutska kill 49 protesters and four policemen
March 2014 – Crimea is annexed by Russia, separatist movements start in the Donbas region
Current day – the fight continues

tion began on 2 October 1990. A total of  
108 students from Kyiv, Lviv, and Dnipro 
went on hunger strike; on the first day, the 
striking students were supported by more 
than 100,000 people. Whether this was 
what started the chain of  events leading 
to independence is open to interpretation. 
The students demanded the resignation of  
the pro-Soviet prime minister, Vitaly Masol, 
as well as new parliamentary elections. The 
Soviet machine, already too weak to resist, 
accepted all their demands. 
As the Soviet Union entered 1991, it was 
clear that its life was coming to an end. By 
now Germany was unified, and other satel-
lite states had either gained independence 
or were on the verge. It was only a matter 
of  time. This was felt everywhere, from 
ordinary life to the upper echelons of  the 
Soviet bureaucratic chain. The Iron Cur-
tain was falling rapidly, as foreign clothes, 
films, and books flooded in. This, of  course, 
was perestroika: Mikhail Gorbachev’s plan 
to save the Union, which would eventually 
fail. The darker side of  this period was that 
it was almost impossible to buy groceries, 
with inflation rates reminiscent of  Germa-
ny in 1921. The effect of  perestroika on 
Gorbachev was his overthrow by the State 
Committee on the State of  Emergency in 
a desperate attempt to restore the Sovi-
et Union by force (similar to the events in 
Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 
1968). The attempt failed, but the threat to 
Ukraine was very real.

FREEDOM AT LAST
Very soon afterwards – on 24 August 1991 – 
the declaration of  Ukrainian independence 
was passed. Surprisingly, it gained unani-
mous support across the board, from radi-
cal nationalists to staunch communists. One 

journalist later recalled: “I saw Stanislav 
Hurenko (First Secretary of  the Ukrainian 
Communist Party) approach the head of  
the KGB in Ukraine (and future chief  of  
Russia’s FSB) Nikolay Halushko and say, ‘At 
last we are free’.” The change was palpable. 
Foreign companies rushed into Ukraine to 
take their share in this huge market. 

ACCIDENTAL PATRIOT
Another notable figure in Ukrainian inde-
pendence – despite having been the target 
of  the student protests in 1990 and there-
fore controversial – is Leonid Kravchuk, 
who became the first president of  inde-
pendent Ukraine. How he even joined 
the pro-Ukrainian movement in the first 
place is a laughable story: he was sent by 
the government, incognito, to one of  their 
meetings, and someone attached a yellow 
and blue flag to his jacket as a joke. He kept 
it. The leader of  that movement was Vy-
acheslav Chornovil, who later became his 
opponent in the presidential elections. The 
fact that Kravchuk had formerly been the 
Ukrainian Soviet Party chairman says a lot.

EUROPE AHOY
What effect did independence have on 
Ukraine? Well, it was certainly a positive 
sign. It gave the country and its people a 
lot of  freedom, and has of  course shaped 
Ukraine for the better, notwithstanding the 
problems of  the successive political regimes. 
Now, just as in 1918, Ukraine has to defend 
its borders against an aggressor, but with 
one big difference: contemporary Ukraine 
is a strong independent country, moving 
towards the European Union. This idea 
was first introduced in 1991, and despite a 
pause under Yanukovych, it is the goal that 
the country has been pursuing ever since. 



+38 (044) 490 76 00
www.amcenters.com

Make Time
Complete Body Check-Up

•
One Day Health Assessments

•
Men & Women’s Health Check-Ups

•
Laboratory Testing and Diagnostics

•
Pre-Employment Medical Examinations

KYIV     •     ODESA     •     LVIV     •     TBILISI     •     BATUMI     •     ALMATY     •     NUR-SULTAN
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Theatre | 15 August — 15 September 2019

MIDORI 
 4 September at 19.00 
 Sound Recording House of  Ukrainian Radio 

(Leonida Pervomaiskoho 5v)
There are numerous reasons why you 
shouldn’t miss this event. Midori is not only 
a renowned Japanese-American violinist 
who has become one of  the youngest profes-
sional classical string musicians of  our time. 
She is a performer who manages to transfix 
her listener’s perception of  the world. The 
programme of  this next concert includes 
masterpieces by Ludwig van Beethoven and 
works by contemporary Ukrainian artists  
Oleh Bezborodko and Ivan Ostapovych. 

 149 – 499 UAH
 concert.ua

KAIDASHI 2.0.
 30-31 August at 20.00
 Stage 6 (Vasylkivska 1)

The creative minds behind Vii 2.0. 
are back with a new play. This time, 
Natalka Vorozhbit (playwright) and 
Maksym Holenko (director) decided 
to reinvent Ivan-Nechui Levitskyi’s 
story. Natalka sets the scene in a mod-
ern Ukrainian village, which makes 
the narration more vibrant and ap-
pealing to the audience. Kaidashi 2.0. 
is the must-see of  this theatre season.

 200 UAH 
 wild-t.com.ua

Opera under the Starry Sky.  
New Story.

 16 August at 19.30
 Kyiv Planetarium (V Vasylkivska 57/3)
 200 – 400 UAH
 planet.org.ua

Twilight Wanderings: Trio Elysée 
In programme: Beethoven, Françaix, Enescu

 18 August at 21.00
 Sophia Stage (Volodymyrska 24)
 50 UAH
 bouquetstage.com

Ennio Morricone.  
The Knight of  Love
National Academic Symphonic Band  
of  Ukraine

 20 August at 19.00
 National Philharmonic (Volodymyrskiy Uzviz 2)
 100 – 500 UAH
 filarmonia.com.ua

Oleksii Hryniuk. Appassionato 
In programme: Beethoven, Rachmaninov, 
Lysenko

 22 August at 18.00
 Sophia Stage (Volodymyrska 24)
 50 UAH
 bouquetstage.com

Classical Picnic. Ukrainian Poem
Kyiv Kamerata National Ensemble  
of  Soloists 

 24 August at 20.00
 National Museum of  the History of  Ukraine 

(Volodymyrska 2)
 Free 
 KievKamerata.com

Niccolo Paganini
Kyiv Kamerata National Ensemble  
of  Soloists 

 26 August at 19.00
 National Philharmonic (Volodymyrskiy Uzviz 2)
 80 – 400 UAH
 filarmonia.com.ua

Lubomyr Melnyk. The World’s 
Fastest Pianist

 27 August at 20.00
 Caribbean Club (Symona Petliury 4)
 390 – 1 480 UAH 
 caribbean.com.ua

Zoyka’s Apartment 
Tragicomedy

 28 August at 19.00 
 Theatre on Podil  

(Andriiivskiy Uzviz 20a)
 120 – 600 UAH
 theatreonpodol.com

Mendelssohn, Mozart, Prokofiev
National Academic Symphonic Band  
of  Ukraine

 29 August at 19.00
 National Philharmonic  

(Volodymyrskiy Uzviz 2)
 70 – 350 UAH
 philarmonia.com.ua

2-Year Guarantee 
Drama

 6 September at 19.00
 Kyiv Academic Theatre of  Drama  

and Comedy (Brovarskiy Pr 25)
 150 – 360 UAH
 drama-comedy.kiev.ua

The Four Seasons 
Vivaldi
Kyiv Metropolis Orchestra

 7 September at 19.00
 The House of  Architect  

(Borysa Hrinchenka 7)
 245 – 475 UAH
 kiev.karabas.com

Romantic 
Thriller

 7 September at 15.00
 Kyiv Academic Theatre of  Drama  

and Comedy (Brovarskiy Pr 25)
 240 UAH
 drama-comedy.kiev.ua

The World’s Symphonies
In programme: Rossini, Brahms,  
Howard Shore
Kyiv Virtuosi Orchestra

 8 September at 19.00
 National Tchaikovsky Music Academy  

of  Ukraine (Horodetskoho 1-3/11)
 150 – 550 UAH
 gasconcert.com.ua

A Phone Call from the Past
Comedy

 10 September at 19.00
 Kyiv Academic Theatre of  Drama  

and Comedy (Brovarskiy Pr 25)
 240 UAH
 drama-comedy.kiev.ua

The One and Only
Comedy

 12 September at 19.00 
 Ivan Franko National Academic  

Drama Theatre (Ivan Franko Pl 3)
 30 – 400 UAH
 ft.org.ua

Edith Piaf. Life for Loan
Musical

 13 September at 19.00
 Ivan Franko National Academic  

Drama Theatre (Ivan Franko Pl 3)
 30 – 250 UAH
 ft.org.ua
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Art & Family | 15 August — 15 September 2019

The Princess and the Pea
 17 August at 11.00
 Kyiv Municipal Academic Puppet Theatre 

(Myropilska 1)
 40 UAH
 puppet-theater.kiev.ua

Illusion Show
 17 August at 17.00
 Kinder Club (Hryhorenka 23)
 200 UAH
 kinderclub.in.ua

My Wild Pet Fox
 18 August at 12.00
 New Ukrainian Theatre (Mykhailivska 24j)
 150 UAH
 nut.kiev.ua

Emerald City OK Festival
 25 August from 10.00 – 21.00
 Park Muromets
 65 – 100 UAH
 xpark.kiev.ua

ANATOMICAL ATLAS
 6 September – 6 October
 Voloshyn Gallery (Tereshchenkivska 13)

A personal exhibition by Anastasiia Podervi-
anska, Anatomical Atlas is a series of  textile 
works in which the artist visualises the human 
body as a construct by means of  tradition-
al women’s crafts: embroidery and sewing. 
She explores the body through the prism of  
modern technology, as something that can be 
customised and modified. The future is now.

 Free
 voloshyngallery.art

NEW YORK – ILOVAISK: THE CHOICE 
TO BE UKRAINIAN 

 18 August – 20 October
 Museum of  the Ukrainian Diaspora 

(Moskovska 40b)
Born in New York into a Ukrainian fam-
ily, Mark Paslawsky’s heart belonged to 
the land of  his ancestors, to which he 
returned and bravely fought for freedom. 
Nicknamed ‘Franko’, he was one of  the 
participants in the Revolution of  Dignity 
and fought in Donbas where he was killed 
at Ilovaisk. This exhibition in his honour 
tells the story of  his life, through photos, 
books, personal belongings, and artifacts 
from the revolution and the war.

 50 UAH
 MuseumUkrainianDiaspora

The Forbidden Image
 28 June – 5 January
 PinchukArtCentre (V Vasylkivska/Baseina 1/3-2)
 Free
 new.pinchukartcentre.org

Jozef  Pilat. Let’s Make a Paradise 
Together

 29 June – 1 September
 IZONE (Naberezhno-Luhova 8)
 Free
 izone.ua

Big Circle
 4 July – 8 September
 M17 Contemporary Art Centre  

(Antonovycha 102-104)
 100 UAH
 m17.kiev.ua

SCHOOL MARKET
 17-18 August
 10.00 – 21.00

Vsi Svoi (Desyatynna 12)
Everything your kids need for school can 
be found at this year’s School Market, or-
ganised by Vsi Svoi: school uniforms, sports 
kit, casual clothes, shoes, backpacks, useful 
accessories, books, art materials, and more, 
by the best Ukrainian brands. There’ll be 
workshops and activities to entertain your 
kids, while parents can enjoy the terraces 
with food stalls and a great view.

 Free
 vsi.svoi.kids

BATTLE OF MEMORIES: MYTHS 
AND REALITIES OF THE SOVIET 
ERA

 5 September – 5 October
 Taras Shevchenko National Museum 

(Shevchenko Blvd 12)
Visit an extraordinary exhibition 
aimed at dispelling the myths about 
the ‘wonderful’ Soviet Union. Even in 
this era of  independence, the illusion 
of  the USSR’s perfect stability still 
flatters the minds of  Ukrainian politi-
cians. These doubtful recollections are 
slowing the country’s current devel-
opment. The exhibition explores the 
fight for real memories, the search for 
truth, and the influence of  ‘Sovok’ on 
contemporary Ukrainians.

 30 UAH
 museumshevchenko.org.ua

KULISH. Panteleimon Kulish
 2 August – 2 September
 Museum of  Books and Printing (Lavrska 9)
 30 UAH
 Books.and.Printing.Museum

Thumbelina
 31 August at 13.00
 Kyiv Academic Puppet Theatre 

(Hrushevskoho 1a)
 80 UAH
 akadempuppet.kiev.ua

Jazz for Children  
in the Garden

 14 September at 11.00
 House of  Cinema  

(Saksahanskoho 6)
 275 UAH
 budynokkino

Crazy Dreamers
 14 September at 16.00
 National Circus of  Ukraine  

(Peremohy Pl 2)
 100 UAH
 circus.kiev.ua

Two. The Difference of  Being
 11 June – 25 August
 UA: HUB (Melnykova 42)
 Free
 llitvinova.com

Non-objective Objects
 27 June – 30 August
 Tsekh Art Gallery (Kyrylivska 69)
 Free
 tsekh.com.ua
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Nightlife | 15 August — 15 September 2019

Mathew Jonson vs Dandy Jack
 7 September 23.55
 Closer (Nyzhnoiurkivska 31)
 Price TBA
 closerkiev

Bad Girls Tequila Party
 11 September 22.00
 Caribbean Club (Symona Petlyury 4)
 Ladies FREE, Gents 250 UAH
 CaribbeanClub

APLAY with FANGO
 13 September 22.00
 UBK (Trukhaniv Island)
 From 100 UAH
 UBKbeach

BASSIDE. VII YEARS OF BASS
 14 September at 23.00
 VDNH (Akademika Hlushkova 1)

One night per year, Basside has an epic birthday party. This year, it’s celebrating its 7th birthday. Spe-
cial guests? Check. Cultural and historical location? Check. (It’s not every night that you get to rave 
in a glorious former Soviet exhibition centre.) Basside neither sets nor follows the trends: every single 
guest helps to write the next chapter of  the Basside story. Come and help set the dancefloor on fire. 

 From 350 UAH
 Basside

Thursday Dance Storm
 15 August at 22.00
 Caribbean Club (Symona Petlyury 4)
 Ladies FREE, Gents 250 UAH
 CaribbeanClub

Justin Van Der Volgen
 16 August 23.55
 Lesnoy Prichal (Nyzhnoiurkivska 31)
 Price TBA
 +380 67 658 8951
 lesnoyprichalcloser

Madonna Birthday Party!
 16 August 21.00
 Alchemist (Shota Rustaveli 12)
 TBA
 AlchemistBarKyiv

Maruv
 16 August 22.00
 The Next (Parkova Doroha 16)
 From 400 UAH
 bestsummerclubandrestaurant

Bili Nochi: Cosmos
 16 August 20.00
 Bili Nochi (Bilomorska 1)
 From 550 UAH
 whitenightskiev

Afronaut
 17 August 23.00
 SkyBar (Velyka Vasylkivska 5)
 Ladies FREE, Gents 300 UAH
 +380 97 223 8888
 SkyBarKiev

Ricardo Villalobos and Raresh
 17 August 23.55
 Closer (Nyzhnoiurkivska 31)
 From 660 UAH
 closerkiev

Chetverhulki
 22 August 03.00
 Indigo (Kudryashova 3)
 Price TBA
 indigo.ambitious

CROSS DRESS CARNAVAL
 17 August at 23.00
 Kurenivka Palace of  Culture (Kostiantynivska 73)

Wanna play at cross dressing and not be judged? 
Here, total freedom, safety, and anonymity are guar-
anteed: the atmosphere is respectful, fun, and open to 
everyone. Just don’t forget to pre-register and read the 
rules. You’ll be supported on your extravagant way 
by the crazy rhythms. It’s an amazing opportunity to 
completely let yourself  go and just enjoy life. Chill, 
forget about work, and – the all-important question – 
choose what colour bracelet to wear: green, yellow, or 
red. We say: go for it! 

 From 1 000 UAH
 kinkyfriendlyfamily

Brave! Factory Festival 2019
 24 August 20.00
 Kyivmetrobud (Svitlohorska 2/25) 
 From 1150 UAH
 bravefactoryfestival

Dance Mix
 26 August 22.00
 Caribbean Club (Symona Petlyury 4)
 Ladies FREE, Gents 250 UAH
 CaribbeanClub

ХЖК Festival
 30 August 17.00
 Kyiv Seaside
 300 UAH
 ssshitsss

Intergalactic
 31 August 23.00
 SkyBar (Velyka Vasylkivska 5)
 Ladies FREE, Gents 300 UAH
 +38 097 223 88 88
 SkyBarKiev
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Brave! Factory is the brainchild of  Closer, the 
iconic underground club of  the capital.
The near complete line-up of  acts and 
events has already been announced and 
guarantees the opportunity to see both 
top DJs and new experimental artists. Of  
course, with such a multifarious format, 
the festival brings together interesting and 
versatile personalities. What’s On talks with 
the festival organisers about art, music and 
Closer, as well as their expectations and 
plans for this Brave!

Daria Shevtsova, curator of  the art programme 
at Brave! Factory and Closer art centre, on the art 
element of  the festival:
Within the visual programme of  Brave! Fac-
tory Festival the artists rethink the territory 
of  the Kyivmetrobud factory to create site- 
specific works. However, this year the pro-
jects will include performative aspects and 
participatory installations, immersive video 
spaces and objects that redefine the medi-
um. Therefore, some of  the artists will put 
the viewer in an active position by creating 
a specific situation in which a person should 
decide whether to participate or to observe. 
Several works will include research on the 
history of  industrial sites which are being 
partly revitalised by the festival and discover 
the ecological and cultural circumstances of  
such interference. And, of  course, as in pre-
vious years, we are planning to invite foreign 
artists to present their works. But we’re going 
to keep secret just who for a short while yet.

Kate Shilonosova (aka ГШ/Glint-
shake) on contemporary art, Kyiv, and her 
expectations for the festival:
To be honest I feel pretty insecure about 
any kind of  art. I question everything and at 
the moment it seems that the only possible 
way of  accepting any information is via my 
subjective emotional evaluation, which may 
not meet the generally accepted notions of  
coolness and what constitutes a masterpiece. 
This means I am interested in everything, 
since I am a very curious person. But at the 
same time, everything can instantly change 
with the snap of  a finger, depending on my 
inner emotional state and perception of  the 
world at the time. 
Glintshake played at the Hedonism festival 
at UBK a year ago – the weather was so nice 
after the city was awash with rain. I expect 
something as special as it was then. Plus, 
Poexxxali is also playing at Brave! this year, 
so it’s gonna be the coolest combo of  my fa-
vourite people in one place.

Vadym Mykolaienko (aka Yuriy 
Yarovoy), barman at Closer, about the origins of  
the project:
I joined the team almost from the very begin-
ning of  the project, when probably none of  

the organisers had any idea the result would 
be what we have now. Thinking back on this 
path is extremely exciting: it was only about 
a week before the second Closer party, which 
was organised by Timur, Vel, Vova KLK, Jack, 
and Sasha Neo (organiser of  Mezzanine). 
There have been many changes since that 
initial event, but all ewsulted in the Closer we 
have today. 
One important change is the people. It is no 
longer a narrow circle of  100-150 people, 
but much larger. Closer fans and participants 
are interesting people who have a lot in com-
mon: it makes Closer a harmonious envi-
ronment and at the same time diverse and 
multifaceted. Changes are happening all the 
time. This is probably the main reason for 
the success of  the project; constant change, 
to do something new and to improve what 
has already been done. 

Brave Heart
RESIDENT ADVISOR RANKS BRAVE! 
FACTORY AMONG THE 10 BEST 
FESTIVALS IN THE WORLD, WHICH IS 
NO MEAN FEAT GIVEN THAT THIS IS 
ONLY ITS ITERATION. THIS MONTH 
THE MASSIVE FESTIVAL RETURNS, 
AND PROMISES TO BE BIGGER AND 
BETTER THAN EVER

Lera Zdanevych

Brave! Factory Festival 2019
 24-25 August
 Kyivmetrobud (Svitlohirska 2/25)
 1 150 – 1 950 UAH
 bravefactoryfestival
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Sport/Cinema/Festivals | 15 August — 15 September 2019

Dynamo Kyiv – Ukrainian Premier 
League Football

 24 August vs Olimpik Donetsk
 14 September vs. Desna Chernihiv
 Olympic Stadium (Velyka Vasylkivska 55)
 60 – 1 000 UAH 
 fcdynamo.kiev.ua

Hero Games (for veterans and those 
in the Armed Forces)

 17 August
 Kontraktova Ploshcha
 events/1556249431174180

Kozak Spas International Hopak 
Championships (National 
Traditional Sports)

 17-18 August
 Kyivska Rus Park
 60 – 150 UAH
 Parkkyivrus.com

Holi Colour Run Ukraine
 1 September at 10.00
 Founders of  Kyiv Statue at Independence 

Square on Khreschatyk
 350 – 650 UAH
 Holi.run

ICF World Dragon Boat Club Crew 
Championships

 12-15 September
 Water Stadium at Obolon Embankment
 Kyivdragon2019.org

BOXING IS BACK!
 31 August & 12 September*
 O2 Arena & Wembley Stadium* in London, UK

Ukraine’s Olympic hero boxers return to 
the ring this month with two of  the biggest 
fights on the 2019 calendar. Vasiliy ‘Hi-
Tech’ Lomachenko (13-1, 10 KOs), the 
2008 and 2012 Olympic champion, will 
try to add the WBC title to his collection 
when he takes on Britain’s Luke Camp-
bell (20-2, 16 KOs) in England. Loma has 
looked unbeatable in recent years, domi-
nating opponents while picking up three 
world titles and 12 straight wins. A cou-
ple of  weeks later, compatriot and 2012 
Olympic champion Oleksandr Usyk (16-
0, 12 KOs) should make his heavyweight 
debut against Cameroon’s Carlos Takam 
(36-5-1, 26 KOs). Usyk went untouched in 
the cruiserweight division, becoming the 
undisputed world champion while never 
dropping a fight. Usyk was recently named 
the WBO mandatory challenger, meaning 
a win in his debut heavyweight fight will 
land him a shot at a heavyweight world ti-
tle in his next match. Both fights are avail-
able on PPV and can be seen at pubs, bars, 
and cinemas across Ukraine. 

 TBD
 lomachenko.com

* To be confirmed

British Theatre in the Cinema
All about Eve

 18 August at 19.00
As You Like It

 25 August at 19.00
 Kyiv Cinema (V Vasylkivska 19)
 190 UAH
 kievkino.com.ua

Doctor Faustus
 18 August at 19.00
 Multiplex Skymall (Generala Vatutina 2t) 
 From 190 UAH
 multiplex.ua

 
Small Island

 15-21 August at 19.30
 Multiplex Skymall
 From 190 UAH
 multiplex.ua

Electra / Orestes
 28 August at 19.30
 Multiplex Skymall (Generala Vatutina 2t) 
 From 190 UAH
 multiplex.ua

 
IRIS: A Space Opera by Justice

 29 August at 19.00
 Multiplex Skymall, Multiplex Lavina Mall
 From 190 UAH
 multiplex.ua

White Nights: Cosmos
 6-17 August at 20.00
 Art-zavod Platforma (Bilomorska 1)
 550 UAH per night
 artzavodplatforma 

Bouquet: The Second High Arts
Festival

  16-26 August
 Golden Gate, Sophia Kyivska
 Free
 bouquetstage.com

Kurazh Bazaar Rap Shmep Yo
 17-18 August
 VDNH (Akademika Hlushkova Pr 1)
 150 UAH
 kurazhbazar

RTR Speed Festival 2019
 31 August – 1 September
 Chaika Racetrack (Valentiny Chaiky 16, 

Chaiky village)
 From 100 UAH
 rtr.ua

Linoleum Animation Festival
 5-8 September
 Zhovten Cinema (Kostiantynivska 26) and 

IZONE (Naberezhno-Luhova 8)
 Festival pass 400 UAH / tickets to 

screenings 40 UAH
 linoleumfest.com

Kyiv Beer Festival vol.5
 7-8 September
 Art-zavod Platforma (Bilomorska 1)
 200 UAH
 kyivbeerfestival

OA FEST
 13 September at 22.00
 Sky Family Park (Generala Vatutina 2t)
 300 UAH
 oa.fest.kiev

Ulichnaya Eda – Wine
 14-15 September
 Art-zavod Platforma (Bilomorska 1)
 150 UAH
 WineRestaurants

DYNAMO AIMS FOR 
CHAMPION’S LEAGUE

 21 or 22 August 
 27 or 28 August
 Olympic Stadium (V Vasylkivka 55)

Kyiv’s beloved Dynamo will look 
to play into the UEFA Champion’s 
League this month, when they hope 
to qualify for the Group Stage of  
lucrative competition. The boys in 
blue and white are forced to win 
two qualification series before en-
tering the main Group Stage thanks 
to a runners-up position in last sea-
son’s Ukrainian Premier League. 
Should the team get by Belgium’s 
Club Brugge in the Third Qual-
ifying Round, the team will face 
either Switzerland’s Basel or Aus-
tria’s LASK in a home-and-away 
Playoff  Round set to see which 
team qualifies for Europe’s most 
prestigious football tournament. 
Ranked No. 23 in Europe, Dynamo 
is the favourite to pull through, just 
ahead of  No. 30-ranked Basel. The 
last time Dynamo qualified for the 
Group Stage was in 2015-16, when 
the team fell to Manchester City in 
Round of  16!

 60 – 1 000 UAH
  fcdynamo.kiev.ua/en

Vertuha Arts Festival: Omodada 
GEE, The Unsleeping, Advokaty, 
Love’n’Joy (psychedelic)

 31 August at 10.00
 Kurenivka Palace of  Culture  

(Kostyantynivska 73)
 150 UAH
 katacult.com/vertuha_arts_festival

http://www.kievkino.com.ua/
https://multiplex.ua/
https://multiplex.ua/
https://multiplex.ua/
https://multiplex.ua/
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Live Music | 15 August — 15 September 2019

ODYN V KANOE  
(POP, FOLK, INDIE)

 29 August at 20.00
 D12 (Desyatyna 12)

Abandoning all the stereotypes of  
Ukrainian music, Odyn v Kanoe 
know how to enchant their listen-
ers with their innovative sound 
and deep lyrics, and regularly play 
to packed-out concert halls. Their 
strength is in their simplicity: they 
embrace minimalism in every as-
pect of  their work, from their instru-
mental range to their performance 
style. Now they permanently hover 
around the top of  the Ukrainian 
charts, are a favourite at festivals, 
and have played in several coun-
tries in central and western Europe. 
And yet, most of  their songs haven’t 
even been recorded in a studio: this 
is your chance to hear them. 

 350 UAH
 odynvkanoe

She Wants Revenge  
(US, post punk)

 17 August at 20.00
 Bel Etage (Shota Rustaveli 16a)
 990 UAH 
 beletage.musichall

SBP4 (RU, electronic, pop,  
IDM, indie)

 18 August at 20.00
 UBK Beach (Trukhaniv Island)
 500 UAH
 UBKbeach

Luna-Luna (rock ‘n’ roll)
 19 August at 20.00
 Blues Bar (Mykhailivska 24a)
 TBD
 Bluesbarkyiv

Beissoul & Einius  
(LT, electronic)

 23 August at 20.00
 UBK Beach (Trukhaniv Island)
 500 UAH
 UBKbeach

Foals (UK, indie rock)
 27 August at 20.00
 Art-zavod Platforma  

(Bilomorska 1)
 1 190 UAH 
 Artzavodplatforma.com

Art Power Blues Band  
(blues)

 30 August at 20.00
 Blues Bar (Mykhailivska 24a)
 TBD
 Bluesbarkyiv

Latexfauna (indie, dream pop)
 31 August at 20.00
 UBK beach (Trukhaniv Island)
 300 UAH
 UBKbeach

Poshlaya Molly (pop-punk)
 1 September at 20.00
 UBK beach (Trukhaniv Island)
 300 UAH
 UBKbeach

JMSN (US, soul, R&B)
 2 September at 19.00
 Caribbean Club (Symona Petlyury 4)
 550 UAH 
 caribbean.com.ua

Nravitsa Planet (pop)
 3 September at 19.00
 Caribbean Club (Symona Petlyury 4)
 210 UAH 
 caribbean.com.ua

Pavel Ignatyev (classical)
 5 September at 20.00
 Caribbean Club (Symona Petlyury 4)
 180 UAH 
 caribbean.com.ua

Com Truise  
(US, synthwave)

 6 September at 20.00
 UBK beach (Trukhaniv Island)
 650 UAH
 UBKbeach

Ready. Steady. Favorit Festival
Verka Serdiuchka, Oleh Vynnyk,  
Olya Polyakova, Maruv,  
Max Barskih, Dzidzio, Dilemma, 
Tayanna (pop)

 7 September at 18.00
 NSC Olimpiyskiy (V Vasylkivska 55)
 350 – 1 700 UAH 
 nsc-olimpiyskiy.com.ua

How to Dress Well  
(US, ambient)

 13 September at 19.00
 Closer (Nyzhnoiurkivska 31)
 400 UAH 
 closerkiev

Stoned Jesus + Vovk  
(stoner doom, rock)

 15 September at 19.00
 Green Theatre (Parkova Doroha 2)
 250 UAH
 greentheatre.kiev

TNMK (HIP-HOP, RAP)
 28 August at 20.00
 Art-zavod Platforma (Bilomorska 1)

Over a decades-long career, Kharkiv hip-hop group Tanok Na Maidani 
Kongo (Dance on the Congo Square) has built up a massive musical herit-
age. They’ve experimented with different styles, but their most important is 
sympho hip-hop, a crazy combination of  orchestral music and the group’s 
own hip-hop hits. Launched in 2013, their programme is still in demand six 
years later. This performance will also feature surprises and special guests. 
Bring your whole family: entrance is free for anyone under 6 or over 80.

 590 UAH 
 Artzavodplatforma.com
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What’s Ahead

KYIV PHOTO FAIR 2019
 26 – 29 September
 Kyiv Municipal Art Gallery (Lavrskiy Pr 7)

Get ready to take in the best photogra-
phy from Ukraine and beyond at the third 
annual international photography art fair. 
Founded in 2017, the fair represents a 
unique event on the Ukrainian calendar 
as it combines international and local 
photography, brings together like-mind-
ed people, and contributes to the cultural 
fabric of  this country. You may view dif-
ferent exhibitions and special projects, 
listen to the lectures, learn more about 
photography, or simply enjoy the assort-
ed works and perhaps find inspiration for 
your own photographic endeavours.

 100 – 250 UAH
 photokyiv.com

MYSTERIES OF SCIENCE WITH 
PROFESSOR GENIUS

 22 September at 11.00
 Freedom Hall (Kyrylivska 134)

This fascinating show tells the tale of  
Professor Genius, who spent many years 
toiling in a laboratory. He discovered 
the most hidden secrets behind various 
sciences and is ready to share them with 
your kids. Be prepared for vivid and ex-
citing discoveries in chemistry and phys-
ics. Experiments with chemical elements 
– cold, fire, and electricity among them. 
Don’t miss this opportunity to inspire 
your children into becoming the next 
Marie Curie or Albert Einstein in just 60 
minutes!

 150 UAH
 freedomhall.kiev.ua

WHITE LIES (UK, POST PUNK)
 29 September at 19.00
 Bel’Etage (Shota Rustaveli 16a)

One of  the best post-punk bands in Brit-
ain, White Lies, is bringing their act to 
Kyiv. This year, the trio has released a fifth 
album with a very simple name – Five. 
And you can hear it live at Bel’Etage. The 
band was formed in 2007 in London. 
Two years later, they released their debut 
album To Lose My Life..., which immedi-
ately led to gold label status on the British 
charts. In a sense, it is considered one of  
the most iconic albums in the post-punk 
river genre. Five was released in February 
of  this year, which they call a new chap-
ter in the band’s career. Having lost their 
contract with a major label, and against 
creating songs ‘for radio’ for the new re-
lease, they found a home on an indie label 
where their determination to follow their 
convictions has been appreciated by mu-
sic journalists.

 1 090 UAH 
 beletage.musichall

EVANESCENCE (US, GOTHIC ROCK)
 20 September at 20.00
 Stereo Plaza (Lobanovskoho 119)

Their songs were listened to by once 
angst-ridden teens now working in serious 
jobs and raising families. Want to know 
how popular they are? Just scream “Wake 
me up!” to a crowd of  people, and you’ll get 
an answer back: “Wake me up inside!” This 
is Evanescence and they are coming to Kyiv 
to treat fans to the real deal in concert. Next 
month, the group will present their album 
Syntesis, where all of  their hits have been 
retooled into a new format, played with a 
full symphony orchestra. Syntesis impresses 
with its scope, as songs that were previous-
ly considered loud and emotional receive 
new power and depth. So much so that the 
album hit the top 10 on Billboard and the 
British top 30. 

 1 250 UAH 
 stereoplaza

KYIV SENSUAL FESTIVAL
 27 September at 22.00
 Casa De Ritmo (Lypkivskoho 1a) 

Do you know your body? Can you dance? 
Do you enjoy it? No? Then it’s time to 
start planning for the biggest dance event 
of  the year! Spend three days and nights 
getting your booty into bootcamp during 
the day and practicing what you learn on 
the dancefloor by night. Top international 
dancers and DJs will be in attendance to 
whip you into shape. Get set up now and 
spend what is sure to be an unforgettable 
weekend!

 Various
 kyivdancefestival

THE BEES ARE BACK!
 17 September (in Austria), 
 20 September at 19.00 at
 Palace of  Sports (Sportyvna Pl 1)

Kyiv’s boys in black and yellow are back 
in action next month as Kyiv-Basket starts 
its season with a crucial home-and-away 
set in the Champions League qualifiers. 
Hot off their runner-up finish last year – 
the best since the team was reincarnated 
in 2017 – the Bees have their eyes set on 
qualifying for the Champions League 
group stage but need to get past three-
time reigning Austrian champion Kap-
fenburg Bulls first. As the higher-ranked 
squad, Kyiv will host the deciding match 
at Palace of  Sports on 20 September. 
The teams kick the set off in Austria on 
17 September. Kyiv’s Bees is the only 
Ukrainian team in the prestigious tour-
nament and will have to win a second 
qualifying set in order to book their tick-
et to the group stage. Led by American 
point guard Maurice Creek and Ukraini-
an power forward Vyacheslav Petrov, the 
team will look to best last year’s semi-final 
performance in the Ukrainian Cup and 
runner-up title in the Pari-Match Super 
League following the Champions League 
encounter. 

 100 – 300 UAH
 kyiv-basket.com.ua
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THERAPY
ART

ALL PEOPLE ARE SPECIAL

Four simple words that express the senti-
ment at the core of  a special theatre and 
art initiative that for 10 years has given a 
voice and a creative outlet to a segment of  
perhaps one of  Kyiv’s most marginalised 
groups – people with mental illness.

CHEERS
Budmo (cheers) is the name given to the 
dedicated art space for patients in Pav-
lovsk Kyiv Psychoneurological Hospital 
No 1, more commonly referred to as 
Pavlovka. It is the largest institution for 
people with mental disorders not only in 
Ukraine, but also Europe. The sprawling 
42 hectare, 30-building complex offers 
1 500 beds and typically treats more than 
1 000 patients at any given time.
Established in 1806, it would be 200 
years before patients at Pavlovka would 
be given the opportunity to draw, paint, 
sculpt, write poetry, and act in theatrical 
productions. Credit for this goes to the 
hospital’s boss, chief  psychiatrist Profes-
sor Vyacheslav Mishiev and director and 
actor Sergey Enenberg.  
The latter’s involvement with the hospi-
tal began in 2008 when he took his youth 
theatre there to rehearse and stage a play 
based on the Dostoevsky novel The Idi-
ot. As Enenberg tells it, the atmosphere 
of  the hospital was in tune with the 
themes of  the play. The patients agreed, 
as did Mishiev and  the hospital manage-
ment, and Enenberg was invited to stay 
on. The result is Budmo. 
According to Mishiev, whose tenure 
began in 2007, the theatre and art pro-

gramme was part of  the sorely-needed 
changes he intended to implement from 
the moment he took the helm at Pavlovka.

COMBATING STIGMA
Mishiev’s reasoning was simple: “Unfor-
tunately, there is a rejection of  the men-
tally ill in Ukrainian society; most of  our 
patients are delicate and vulnerable in-
dividuals who have experienced stress or 
difficult life circumstances and have be-
come depressed. It is imperative they be 
heard and understood.” 
Enenberg’s theatre troupe is typical-
ly comprised of  15 current and former 
patients presenting mainly classic works 
such as plays by Chekhov. 
The idea of  theatre and presenting this 
raw art to a wider audience is nothing 
new, with exhibitions of  works created by 
people with mental illnesses or disabili-
ties or prisoners regularly held across the 
western world. However, the establish-
ment of  the art space at Pavlovka was rev-
olutionary for its time and paid dividends 
for patients and the general public alike, 
Mishiev says.
He cites his inspiration. “This is their 
medicine. They can pour out energy and 
open themselves up. I remember how im-
pressed I was with a similar theatre when 
I was on a business trip to a psychiatric 
hospital in Prague in the late 90s,” he 
says. “It was called ‘Behind the Wattle’, 
wattle symbolically separating the world 
of  the healthy from that of  the sick. It’s 
great we were able to create something 
similar by inviting Sergey (Enenberg).”

DIVERSITY ON DISPLAY
The hospital is the temporary or almost 
permanent home to people on the autism 
spectrum, with Down’s syndrome, epilep-
sy, depressive and anxiety disorders, bi-
polar and psychosis, addiction, and those 
affected by post-traumatic conditions, 
such as veterans from the war with Af-
ghanistan and, more recently, the conflict 
in eastern Ukraine.
The works on display in the art space re-
flect this diversity, ranging from the naïve 
to what wouldn’t look out of  place in any 
art gallery, anywhere. 
This has in turn led to exhibitions and 
plays being staged outside hospital walls 
in the past, most notably a festival held 
at the hospital from 2011-13 and Pav-
lov-Fest, which was held for several years 
under the Friendship of  Nations arch in 
central Kyiv, while an art exhibition was 
staged in the former Kinopanorama cin-
ema. 
These were no mean feats, with fund-
ing always being a stumbling block. In 
post-revolution Ukraine, this has become 
an even greater issue, with the hospital 
in general poorly funded from the gov-
ernmental coffers and heavily reliant on 
charitable organisations. There has been 
little money left to inject into Budmo or 
the art space.
Assistance to the art space comes in the 
form of  a dedicated charity, Friends of  
the Pavlovka Demiurges, which helps 
provide financial support to both it and 
the theatre. To help out, follow the Face-
book link.

Budmo theatre and art space
 Pavlovsk Kyiv Psychoneurological 

Hospital No 1 (Kyrylivska 103)
¾ Tuesday and Thursday during 
hospital visiting hours (14.00 – 19.00)

 demiurgy
 art.brut.inside

http://www.facebook.com/groups/demiurgy//
https://www.facebook.com/art.brut.inside/
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Though it’s still summer on the streets, 
any self-respecting fashion lover already 
needs to be aware of  the autumn trends. 
They’ve been unveiled at the latest shows 
in New York, Milan, London, and Paris, 
and we’ve chosen the biggest and most 
exciting for you. A spoiler to begin with: 
macro trends from previous seasons, like 
oversize and unisex, are here to stay.

LEATHER OR LEATHER
This is an old trend with a new twist: we 
may be used to wearing stylish leather 
jackets, but add leather dresses, skirts, 
trousers, and even blouses, as total leather 
looks are on top this autumn.

GENTLE SATIN
This feminine trend is on its way back, 
thanks to the influence of  Versace. Slip 
dresses, blouses, and skirts in trendy pastel 
hues are suitable for formal events as well 
as the office.

WHAT ABOUT SUITS?
It’s all about styling blazers with belts. 
Some designers, like Prada and Marni, 
are showing jackets with built-in cinchers. 
It’s a great way to flatter your waistline, 
especially when you’re wearing an over-
sized suit. 

CAPES
A cape is the latest must-have for your 
wardrobe. Besides, it’ll give you a remark-
able silhouette. Especially trendy right 
now are tweed and leopard print, but a 
classic cape works for every occasion.

THE PUFFIER THE BETTER
It’s almost as if  you got out of  bed and for-
got you were wrapped in a blanket. Puffer 
jackets and parkas are still the height of  
cool; the most prominent feature of  this 
autumn’s puffer style is a quilted texture.

ITTY BITTY BAGS
They’re almost useless, but so cute: micro 
bags that can hold nothing except coins. 
The most popular ones are by Jacque-
mus. The ridiculousness of  this impracti-
cal accessory is the whole point. 

FLORAL GOES GLOOMY
Forget about your bright summer cloth-
ing with colourful flower prints. This au-
tumn, florals are going darker, and flowers 
on a black background are just the thing.

PLAID HOLDS ITS GROUND
The plaid print will probably never go out 
of  fashion, but now it’s hotter than ever.

No matter how long you’ve lived in Ukraine, 
you soon notice that some people feel the 
rules simply don’t apply to them. It’s almost 
as if  the planet isn’t spinning fast enough 
or that time moves too slowly. So, what do 
they do? Try to gain some momentum by 
running a red light or ignoring a pedestrian 
crossing. Sometimes, with kids as passengers 
and, as role models, they set the next gener-
ation up to do the same in adulthood. 
Most people running the reds aren’t fully 
aware of  the laws of  physics and what hap-
pens when a heavy fast-moving object im-
pacts a human body. In reality, it is a leading 
cause of  crashes here in UA. Hugely regret-
tably, the fines in place are not enough of  a 
deterrent. If  the red light runner is caught, 
the fine is about 51 UAH. If  the person was 
drink diving, it’s 136 UAH. 
Where breaking the law at a pedestrian 
crossing or speeding through one is con-
cerned, the fine is higher, though, still not 
massive deterrent material: 255 UAH. 
However, pedestrians too tend to cut cor-
ners. Too lazy to use an underground cross-
ing? Don’t want to wait for the light to turn 
green? They head out onto the road, risking 
not only their lives, but those of  their kids 
too, just to save 15 seconds.
The biggest problem lies in the fact that 
Ukraine does not having cameras at the 
riskiest of  crossings. If  you’re new to the 
post-Soviet bloc, you may also be surprised 
(or maybe not) to learn of  the number of  
broken traffic lights there are in town. Some 
of  the most dangerous corners are around 
metro stations Arsenalna and Universi-
tet, so if  you’re on foot, make sure to take 
care. The biggest problem, though, is in the 
system as a whole, as Ukrainians are as yet 
unfamiliar with the consequences and pen-
alties (or they simply don’t care). 

Human Traffic

In June this year, 720 pedestrians 
were charged with jaywalking or 
crossing the street on a red light. 

In the last five years, more than 
16 000 people have died as a result of 

a road crash. 

TO FOLLOW

Autumn
Fashion Trends

8
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Coffee represents the fast pace of  modern 
life. Tea offers a slower pace. Tea culture 
is defined by the way it is made and con-
sumed, and by the way people interact. It 
includes aspects of  ceremony, society, histo-
ry, health, ethics, education, and communi-
cation. In short, as the English would say, 
“There is nothing that can’t be solved over 
a good cup of  tea.”

UNIVERSAL APPEAL
Despite tea-drinking being an integral part 
of  the Ukrainian culture at home, tea op-
tions were modest on the menus of  Kyiv 
cafés until recently. However, a real tea 
renaissance is underway. More tea options 
are being added and sommeliers are paying 
more attention teas of  fine quality.
Dmytro Filimonov, a tea taster at Good 
Wine, is witness to the change and re-rec-
ognition. “It’s not a mere flash-in-the-pan 
of  interest because we love tea here in 
Ukraine; it’s very common in every Ukrain-
ian household.”
Alongside this is a rise in small tea business-
es and clubs which sell a delicate selection 
and also organise various tea gatherings 
for those who strive to know more. For 
instance, Tea Army is a club of  tea en-
thusiasts that holds tastings. An example 
is A Lecture on Tea, accompanied by an 
Exhibition of  China for Tea and Coffee 
currently on at the Khanenko Museum. 
“Audience interest was immense”, says 
Oleg Isaev, cofounder of  Tea Army about 
the event. “Tea culture is widespread in CIS 
countries. It all started in the 90s when, af-
ter being surrounded suddenly by all things 
shallow and consumable, people were look-

I Prefer Tea 
KYIV IS SEEING A RESURGENCE OF INTEREST IN TEA 
CULTURE, WHICH HAS FINALLY BECOME FASHIONABLE 
IN TIMES WHEN COFFEE SEEMS TO DOMINATE. IN SOME 
SENSES, IT IS A CULTURAL THROWBACK

ing for something deeper. Back then, it was 
closely linked with esoterism and yoga.” 
This summer they are holding tea tastings 
outdoors on a lawn near the Historical 
Museum over weekends when the weather 
permits: “A tea culture boom is happening,” 
says Isaev. 

PUTTING THE ‘T’ IN HEALTHY
Tea is closely connected with a healthy life-
style and when there is an event involving 
yoga, tea is most often served. At the Na-
tional Art Museum of  Ukraine, yoga is held 
from time to time and a tea ceremony from 

Follow these accounts of Kyiv’s tea 
gurus to stay up-to-date on all the 
goings on

 lyu.chai,  teaarmy,  chaism.official

You can find great green 
teas at a vast majority of  
good Asian restaurants in 

Kyiv, such as Fish & Pus-
sycat on Basseina and Chi-

na.Hi on Franka Street.

of  customers with different events, tast-
ings, lectures, and more,” says Filimon-
ov. They’ve recently presented the first 
Ukrainian (non-herbal) tea, which grows 
near Mukachevo in western Ukraine and is 
made by tea enthusiast Maksym Malygin.   

A TASTE OF ASIA
Matcha, a Japanese powder tea with a 
bright green colour, is also becoming preva-
lent in Kyiv. It’s now served in all the decent 
coffee places of  the so called ‘third wave’. A 

Lyu Chai follows the practice. “This is a 
new generation for whom being conscious 
is important. Therefore, they tend to drink 
quality teas which provide a clear state of  
mind. Tea can greatly inspire harmony 
with oneself.” That’s Klyment Matiunin’s 
take – founder of  Lyu Chai (which stands 
for ‘pouring tea’ in Ukrainian). Matiunin 
advocates sipping oolong on early summer 
mornings after a good yoga practice. 
Good Wine is getting serious with tea as 
well. “We try to maintain the curiosity 

pic of  this drink is a must for the Instagram 
profile of  every girl looking for the instant 
gratification and validation social media of-
fers. Which is ironic since tea offers a longer 
lasting form, but ‘chaism’ promotes it and is 
the most well-known for it. These places of-
ten hold taste tests and lectures about mat-
cha and a fashionable clique of  girls follow 
to see and be seen.  
The popularity is such that Ukrainian tea 
enthusiasts have decided to unite to pro-
mote tea culture even more with tea school 
HoReCA (the term is a syllabic abbrevia-
tion of  the words Hotel/Restaurant/Café). 
It will include lectures by professionals in 
this sphere, and should take place this July 
and August both in Kyiv and Dnipro. 
Certainly here in Kyiv, you are not at a loss 
for places to sip. Whether it be green, black, 
white, or herbal, there is a taste for everyone. 
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While Ukraine becomes more and more 
European – and less and less “post-Sovi-
et” – the country still wrestles with some 
remnants of  its Soviet past. Gone are the 
hammers and sickles, the busts of  Lenin 
and, increasingly, Soviet holidays. What 
remains? Among other things – Soviet 
superstitions.

It’s time for anxious Instagram addicts 
to relax: the ever-popular photo-sharing 
app has started hiding like counts and 
video views under posts to reduce users’ 
anxiety. In May, the updated version was 
launched in test mode in Canada, and in 
recent weeks the feature has been rolled 
out to Japan, Australia, Brazil, Ireland, 
Italy, and New Zealand.
In this mode, the only way for followers to 
find out the numbers is to open up the list 
of  accounts that liked the post and count 
them manually. The function is intended 
to make the platform more personal, di-
minish the absurd pressure of  the ‘power 
of  likes’, and keep people sharing their 
personal lives or creative work. “We don’t 
want Instagram to feel like a competi-
tion,” said Adam Mosseri, head of  the 
company. After all, it is a social network, 
not just an advertising platform.
Are social media influencers concerned? 
The answer isn’t straightforward. While 
some in Ukraine are eagerly awaiting the 
change, others are worried about ruining 
the cult of  likes. Indeed, this is how blog-
gers now measure the public’s apprecia-
tion of  their work. Why go to the trouble 
of  fine-tuning the perfect colour scheme, 
flawless face and body, and posting ac-
cording to a tight schedule, other than 
to win coveted (and visible) likes? Other 
influencers are slightly concerned about 
their profile statistics, but don’t see it as a 
huge deal. Bloggers such as @sashaabo, 
@tanyaprentkovych, and @alina_frendiy 
aren’t so bothered by the changes, since it 
won’t stop their followers from appreciat-
ing their quality content. 
We polled a random selection of  people 
for their opinion on the topic. Most of  
them claimed to be indifferent to oth-
er users’ likes, meaning that as long as 
they were still able to see their own likes 
– which really can influence one’s self-es-
teem – the new feature would not have 
such a big impact. Only 3 out of  10 re-
spondents said they 100% supported the 
update, as they believed it could stop the 
endless popularity contest Instagram has 
become. But let’s see if  that stat sticks.

Goodbye Lenin – 
Superstitions

Likes 
for Life? Kyiv has become the first city in Europe 

to launch the pilot service UberShuttle 
bus. The launch was announced by Jamie 
Haywood, Uber Regional Manager of  
UK and Northern and Eastern Europe, 
together with Vladimir Omelyan, Min-
ister of  Infrastructure of  Ukraine, Kyiv 
mayor Vitaliy Klitschko, and Joseph Pen-
nington, acting deputy head of  the Unit-
ed States Mission in Ukraine.
UberShuttle is meant to be a product 
that incorporates Uber technology into 
the urban mobile network, expanding 
its platform beyond just ridesharing and 
offering users more alternatives to own-
ing a car. Ordering a shuttle trip through 
the standard Uber app, you’ll be able find 
other passengers travelling in the same di-
rection so that everyone can get to their 
destination with fewer stops.
“Thanks to the technology we use and 
the high-quality cars we offer, the shuttle 
provides more safety, quality, and comfort 
to Ukrainian users,” says Haywood. “We 
are proud to be pioneers in launching 
such services in Ukraine, one of  our key 
markets in the region, which is known for 
the development of  digital trends and the 
rapid adaptation of  innovative solutions 
for consumers.”
Since the trips are shared with other 
Uber passengers, the price is reasonably 
affordable for everyday use, while main-
taining Uber standards. The cost of  a 
trip with UberShuttle depends on the dis-
tance. Four options are available:

15 UAH for trips from 0 to 8km
20 UAH for trips from 8 to 12km
25 UAH for trips from 12 to 16km
30 UAH for trips over 16km

For example, a trip from Bereznyakov to 
Pechersk costs 15 UAH; from the resi-
dential complex Comfort Town to Ocean 
Plaza it’s 20 UAH; from Vinogradar to 
the Tower Business Centre – 25 UAH; 
and from Pravda Pr to the Ukraina shop-
ping centre the cost is 30 UAH.
So far, two pilot routes are available: be-
tween Vinogradar to Pr Pobedy, and Dar-
nitsya - Lybidska. 

Could this be the beginning of  the end to 
marshrutkas in Ukraine? Have you Uber-
Shuttled yet? Let us know what you think!

UBER 
Mega

You’ve probably run into them already; 
they’re ubiquitous. Ever offered a hand 
to shake over a doorway? Don’t bother, 
bad luck. Whistled while you were doing 
the dishes? That’s a no-no – whistling 
inside is bad luck. Opened an umbrella 
indoors? Don’t be ridiculous – it’s bad 
luck! Ever seen an unmarried girl sitting 
at the corner of  a table? Probably not – 
she wants to get married someday. You 
probably won’t won’t find her sitting on 
cold stones either, as she’ll want to have 
kids too. There are really not many situ-
ations where you won’t run into a super-
stition in Ukraine.
Be careful when scratching your nose – 
people will think you’re going to get 
drunk that night! Don’t buy your beau 
a dozen roses; even-numbered bouquets 
are for funerals. Want to take the trash 
out at night? No, no, no… And whatev-
er you do, don’t leave an empty bottle 
on the table. You don’t want to go broke 
now, do you?
Ukrainians in Europe, however, will have 
to accept whistling indoors, receiving 
bouquets of  a dozen roses, and sitting 
wherever there is room at a table, even if  
it’s in the corner. It shouldn’t be hard to 
learn to shake hands through doorways 
either. 
As Ukraine continues to forge its own 
identity separate from other post-Soviet 
nations, there needs to be a reckoning 
as to which superstitions stay. While you 
might hear that they date back to pagan 
times, the reality is they are as Soviet as 
meatless borshch. Forget about those 
pagan roots. I mean, how many pagans 
really had umbrellas anyways?
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Wavy Dem is a fresh act from Kyiv, 
who records minimalistic trap with 
the integration of  melodic, unob-
trusive hooks. He is an ex-member 
of  Kyiv rap collective Klan 044, 
gaining popularity thanks to the 
track and clip for Can I. Having 
shared a stage with Denzel Curry, 
Night Lovell and Tommy Genesis, 
he has written more than 20 English 
singles, but has only just released his 
debut album.
In early July, he released his solo 
album Daddi. YoungKio’s sound 
producer, who wrote Lil Nas X’s 
worldwide hit Old Town Road, was 
responsible for the music on two 
tracks on the disc. A whole year 
was devoted to work on this debut 
album, which can be found via all 

That’s a Rap 

Check 
out the 

sounds:

If  you’ve ever visited a tradition-
al Ukrainian house or a park 
such as Pyrohovo or Mamaeva 
Sloboda you must have noticed 
the odd doll with a cross instead 
of  a face. It is called a motan-
ka and the fact that you saw it 
in a conspicuous place (in the 
opinion of  the person who put 
it there at least) is one of  many 
thousand-year-old traditions that 
this doll holds. 
This toy is of  great spiritual val-
ue and is much more than just an 
element of  décor. It protects the 
house and the family from evil 
and helps fertility. Every motan-
ka doll is like a snowflake – no 
two are the same (if  they are 
handmade, of  course). Howeve, 
there are a lot of  uniform rules 
to ensure motanky remain true 
guardians of  the house and don’t 
bring evil spirits. 
First of  all, a real motanka does 
not have a single seam, so no 
needles are used. This is actually 
where its name comes from, as 
in Ukrainian ‘motaty’ means to 
weave, and indeed these dolls are 
made by weaving only. Second-
ly, the fact that it’s faceless shows 

About Face

streaming services. Minimalistic 
cheeky chatter interspersed with 
delicate melodies and vocals: it is 
music that can carry you on waves 
to any coast of  your imagination. 
You can also dance to summer vibe 
tracks and immerse yourself  in 
juicy trap sound. It serves as mu-
sic to relax by either alone or with 
friends.
With this album, Wavy shows what 
he is capable of, and thus proves 
that in his niche he is the ‘Daddy’. 

how cautious ancient Ukrain-
ians were, as it was believed 
that if  there was a face there 
was a spirit and those can be 
both good and bad. So, no face 
it was for the motanka. Instead 
there was a cross – an ancient 
symbol of  the sun. 
They can be found all over 
Kyiv: Andriivskiy Uzviz, craft 
shops and museums. But the 
best motanka is one you make 
yourself, so we recommend go-
ing to a workshop, as there are 
plenty for all age groups. Some 
Ukrainian language skills will 
come in handy because you 
may struggle to find a work-
shop in English. 

ZNAIKA 
 Lomonosova 46/1
 140 UAH 
 +380 44 425 6837
 +380 67 467 7808

LIKHTARYK ART STUDIO
 Bastionna 5/3
 200 UAH
 +380 68 270 70 86 
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Claire Little

MAKE SURE YOU TRY
Green borshch with tofu and egg flavour 100 UAH 
Oyster mushroom steak 150 UAH
Vegan syrnyky 148 UAH

THE WHAT’S ON CHECKLIST
English Menu ü
English-speaking staff ü
Wifi  ü
Price  $ $
WO Rating 

EDIBLE INVENTORY 
Turmeric Latte 75 UAH
Latte 85 UAH
Fresh spinach and avocado salad 140 UAH
Asian bowl with bamboo and 
hamadari sauce 180 UAH
Malt dough pizza with smoked seitan, 
vegan sausages and vegetables 180 UAH
Mango-Bilberry Euphoria 90 UAH
Chocolate & Raspberry Pie 130 UAH

TOTAL  880 UAH

Vegging Out

What’s On the Menu

My first attempt to eat at Fenkhel is thwarted 
by this summer’s unpredictable weather: my 
guest is caught in the deluge and forced to 
cancel. Dinner is postponed to the following 
evening, but the elements are clearly against 
us: battling my way up Sofiivska Street feels 
like wading up a waterfall. We arrive soaked 
and shivering and turn straight to the hot 
drinks – I order a warming turmeric latte with 
almond milk. They also have smoothies, a de-
cent wine list, and a range of  unusual teas. 

REASONS TO REJOICE
The menu is varied and inspiring, and 
breakfast is available all day long – the first 
of  many reasons to rejoice. Not every dish 
is clearly described, so you may need to rely 
on the staff for details (especially if  you have 
an allergy or special requirement). This 
shouldn’t be a problem: the waiters speak 
good English and are extremely friendly, to 
the extent that once or twice we have trou-
ble attracting their attention as they chat to 
other diners. The service is efficient, howev-
er; once we’ve ordered, our food arrives in 
under ten minutes. 

A WHOLE PHILOSOPHY
Vegans and veggies will feel spoilt for 
choice, but Fenkhel isn’t only preaching 
to the converted. They also want omni-
vores to know that vegan cuisine doesn’t 
mean nibbling on salad leaves with a 

IN THE HOMELAND OF SALO, 
WHERE NON-MEAT-EATERS 

CAN STILL BE GREETED WITH 
INCOMPREHENSION, PLANT-
BASED DINING OPTIONS ARE 

STEADILY GROWING IN NUMBER. 
THIS SUMMER, A NEWCOMER HAS 
JOINED THEIR RANKS: FENKHEL, A 
COSY VEGAN RESTAURANT AT THE 
TOP OF VOLODYMYRSKA, NESTLED 

INCONGRUOUSLY BETWEEN A 
TRENDY PIE JOINT AND A BEER 
RESTAURANT SPECIALISING IN 

MEAT DISHES

rumbling stomach: it can be diverse, crea-
tive and satisfying. The founders are pas-
sionate disciples of  the mantra ‘you are 
what you eat’: everything on the menu 
is 100% free from animal products and 
artificial flavourings. This is no obstacle 
to the chefs, who rustle up shawarma and 
even ‘steak’ made of  oyster mushrooms, 
as well as traditional Ukrainian dishes 
like green borshch and syrnyky, complete 
with dairy-free smetana. 

FLYING COLOURS
First we share a green and generous sal-
ad, including broccoli, spinach, and per-

cucumber) and would make an ideal 
light lunch.
Bring on the pizza. Vegan cheese can be 
hit-and-miss, but this ‘mozzarella’ melts 
like the real thing and fuses deliciously 
with the tomato, red onion, and meat-
free meat, on a thin, crispy malt base. 
The rocket salad adds freshness and 
bite, while the smoked seitan (aka vegan 
pepperoni) gives me a taste of  what I’ve 
been missing all these years as a vegetar-
ian. The pizza is wonderful, but the real 
judge is my friend, a self-confessed meat 
aficionado. So? It passes her test with fly-
ing colours: she says if  she hadn’t known 
it was vegan, she might not have guessed. 
For dessert I opt for the mango-bilber-
ry euphoria, and the name isn’t far off 
the mark: three cubes of  cool, dense 
pleasure, accompanied by fresh berries 
and mango caviar produced by molec-
ular gastronomy. My friend chooses the 
chocolate and raspberry tart: a softer 
pudding on a biscuit base, with a chia 
coulis. Neither dish suffers in the slight-
est from being dairy-free. 

GREAT THINGS
Fenkhel is perhaps a bit quiet for those 
who prefer their restaurants cheerful and 
crowded, but considering that the place is 
only two months old, and it’s a Tuesday 
night after a torrential rainstorm, this is 
completely excusable. Besides, what is 
lacking in atmosphere is more than made 
up for by the quality of  the food and the 
warmth of  the service. 
The verdict? Definitely worth braving 
the rain for. I hope they are destined for 
great things. 

Fenkhel
 Volodymyrska 14
¾ 10.00 – 23.00

 +380 98 328 8552
 fenkhel.vegan

fectly-ripe avocado, with a tasty dressing 
and a sprinkle of  seeds. It’s simple and 
understated: the ingredients speak for 
themselves. We also sample an Asian 
bowl, with soba noodles surrounded by 
an artful array of  vegetables both pick-
led and fresh, and two kinds of  mock 
caviar. Laced with a fine cashew-based 
sauce, it’s a delicate balance of  flavours 
and textures (umami mushrooms, sharp 
ginger, earthy noodles, and refreshing 
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THE WHAT’S ON CHECKLIST
English Menu 
English-speaking staff ü
Wifi  ü
Price $$$
WO Rating 

DOUGHY PIZZAS, FRAGRANT SAUCES, TENDER PASTA... 

Visiting Italy is when you leave your diet 
at home to feast on carbonara and that 
extra glass of  prosecco. But vacations 
aren’t be the only way to enjoy the rich 
localised cuisine of  true Roman and Nea-
polian traditions. The capital of  Ukraine 
amazes too with its tasty gastro culture 
and it’s my turn to be surprised.
It’s mid-August, and while anticipating 
my vacation, I walk around Podil trying 
to catch the urban summer vibes. The 
mixed aromas of  basil and freshly-baked 
dough entices me to enter a cosy little 
spot. Now I’m a guest of  Aunt Bella’s. 

FIRST TOUCH
It’s loud, fun, and busy. Tisto, Syr & Titka 
Bella is a place for those who don’t mind a 
little noise. Just like the owners of  restaurante 
da familia in the alleyways of  Napoli, Aunt 
Bella greets me warmly and guesses that a 
table near the window is just the place for 
me. She is right. I can’t say the restaurant is 
spacious, yet Aunt Bella manages to accom-
modate everyone. The traditional sounds, 
authentic Italian interior, and a large wood-
fired oven in the middle create a setting 
that invites family gatherings and pleasant, 
friendly meetings. 

BUON APPETITO!
The menu showcases traditional farm-to-
table Italian dishes which include an ar-

ray of  freshly-baked bruschettas, salads, 
pasta, seafood, pizza, and homemade 
desserts. I think I may need some help 
from Aunt Bella.
Caprese Salad is a great antipasto to 
start your meal here. Buffalo mozzarella 
cheese is sheltered by juicy tomato circles 
topped with freshly-made pesto sauce 
that has been flavoured with oregano 
and basil. The combination offers a twist 
on the classic, and Aunt Bella assures me 
that a glass of  “Bella’s Special” Lam-
brusco will finish it off right. Again, she 
is not wrong. 

PROSCIUTTO CRUDO JOY
How about a piece of  hot and delicious 
pizza fresh out of  the oven? One of  the 
most beloved of  Italian dishes, I just can’t 
resist ordering Prosciutto Pizza. This 
crusty and traditionally thin but fluffy 
Neapolitan-style pizza surprises me with 
is combination of  authentic ingredients 
hidden under aromatic basil and arugula. 
Small slices of  pepperoni and shredded 
cheese are nowhere to be found. Instead, 
large discs of  prosciutto, grated parmesan, 
and a few salty sun-dried tomatoes are 
abundant. 
There is a selection of  toppings here that 
are harder to come by at other Italian res-
taurants in Kyiv. My prosciutto pizza is 
topped with pelatti and pesto, while the 
taste of  truffle paste hits in a few bites 
here and there. A Bellini cocktail – a ten-
der combination of  prosecco, peach juice, 
freshly-squeezed lemon, and mint – is the 
perfect accompaniment to the dish. 

CHOCOLATE FUN
In an attempt to round out my experience 
with an equally extraordinary choice, I fol-
low Aunt Bella’s advice once more. If  you’re 
into coffee and chocolate like me – the light 
and airy Torta Gianduia will be your new 
paradise. This flourless traditional Italian 
dessert refers to the winning marriage of  
chocolate and hazelnuts. A thin orange jelly 
layer in the middle perfectly blends with a 
biscuit that is full of  satisfying dark choco-
late. It tastes just the way my Italian grand-
ma would want it to, if  I had one. 
Though I must be off, I make sure Aunt 
Bella knows I enjoyed being her guest. 
This will certainly be a go-to spot when-
ever I have friends or family visiting Kyiv. 
While making a reservation might be a 
good idea for next time, one thing is for 
sure: you won’t have to worry about feel-
ing unwelcome when visiting Tisto, Syr & 
Titka Bella.

Yana Ondyol

MAKE SURE YOU TRY
Vitello Tonnato 142 UAH
Salad mix: panzanella, 
prosciutto, and crouton 118 UAH
Four Cheese Pizza 139 UAH

EDIBLE INVENTORY 
TCaprese salad 97 UAH 
Pizza Prosciutto 139 UAH
Gianduja Torte 87 UAH 
Lambrusco Robyla Bella 312 UAH
Bellini 110 UAH 
TOTAL 745 UAH

Тісто, Сир і Тітка Белла
 Khoryva, 1/2e
¾ 11.00 – 23.00

 +380 63 957 0009
 titkabella

O Dio Mio! 
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A ROOFTOP TO BEAT  
THEM ALL
The date was 26 July, the place – 
Eden Bar & Rooftop where a huge 
crowd of  expats and international 
business professionals were seen 
last month. TSUM department 
store opened their doors and ele-
vators to welcome The Big Meet 
social community to enjoy yet 
another great event. Guests got 
to socialise, enjoy drinks, and 
soak up outstanding panoramic 
views of  the city. To join them at 
their next event, search for #Big-
MeetUkraine

INSPIRATION, HOPE, RENEWAL
Of  Evocation and Resemblance is 
open and available for those inter-
ested in a new perspective in art and 
the curation thereof. Uniting two 
very different artists – Ola Rondi-
ak and Monique Rollins, paintings, 
sculptures, and what was perfor-
mance artworks opened the space 
at Gallery 83 on 19 July, gathering a 
unique crowd. If  you weren’t able to 
take in the live performance, make 
sure you get in to peak at the fin-
ished works, available until the end 
of  August.
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ALL ABOARD
July was full of  great events, and this 
summer charitable evening was no 
different – on 13 July, the Ukrainian 
Catholic University invited one and 
all to a Dîner en Blanc aboard the 
three-deck boat-restaurant Rosa Vic-
toria to take in an amazing evening. 
William Taylor, Chargé d’Affaires, 
a.i. of  the U.S. Embassy in Kyiv held 
a captive audience, while Antytila 
rocked the inititmate group follow-
ing a delicious dinner. All in all, a 
successful fundraiser was had with 
1.5 UAH being raised in support of  
the UCU’s Humanities Faculty.

https://humaniora.ucu.edu.ua/en/
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What’s In Focus

THE SECRETS OF LONGEVITY
Mankind has always strived 
to understand the nature 
of  longevity and eternal 
youth. Though the health 
and beauty industry offers 
many options to slow down 
ageing, it is not always easy 
to know what is effective and 
what is not. To find out, on 22 
July, the Women’s Executive Leader-
ship Initiative (WELDI) ran a business breakfast 
at Riviera House with geneticist Oleksandr Koli-
ada who shared his knowledge about the ageing 
process from a scientific point of  view. WELDI 
participants had the opportunity to learn about 
the role of  genes, physiological age markers, 
mind vs diet, and whether detox and anti-age 
programs actually work.

ON REFLECTION
On 18 July, 11 Mirrors Rooftop Restau-
rant & Bar hosted the opening of  the exhi-
bition titled Naides revealing 11 works by 
talented Ukrainian photographer Marta 
Syrko. Her photo project offered a new in-
terpretation of  the myth about Narcissus, 
where the images of  female nymphs on 
display were like fragments of  reflection 
in a pool of  water and mirrors. The event 
was attended by well-known individuals 
including Dasha Astafieva, Sasha Chis-
tova, Lilit Sarkisian, Katya Svinarchuk, 
Jean Gritsfeldt, Marina Karpiy, and Gigi 
Dedalamazishvili. While DJ and model 
Ksenia Palfy set the mood.



WWW.SAYNOMO.COM.UA

A NEW CONCEPT OPENING 
MID-SEPTEMBER 

GREEN IS THE NEW PRETTY
BEAUTY LINGO FOR
THOSE IN THE KNOW



Sector H
Kyiv Paris (Sichovykh Striltsiv 10)
Like A Local Wine Bar (Sichovykh Striltsiv 26)
Reni (Sichovykh Striltsiv 60)

Sector J
Alphavito (Predslavynska 35d)
Lounge bar Mantry (V Vasylkivska 5 )
Lucky Pub (V Vasylkivska 13)
Under Wonder (V Vasylkivska 21 )
Tolstoy (V Vasylkivska 19)
Bierstube (V Vasylkivska 20 )
Mama Manana (V Vasylkivska 44)
Alfaro (V Vasylkivska 49)
Druzi Cafe (V Vasylkivska 49а)
Rooster Grill Bar (V Vasylkivska 68)
Manu (V Vasylkivska 94)
Amster Damster (V Vasylkivska 111/113)
17.804 (V Vasylkivska 82)

Sector K
Shlyapa (Antonovycha 14)
Perfe (Antonovycha 14а)
Holiday Inn hotel (Antonovycha 79 )
Normal (Antonovycha 81 )
Kyiv President (Hospitalna 12)
Rus (Hospitalna 4)
Belle Vue Belgian Beer Cafe (Saksahanskogo 7)
Yabloko (Saksaganskoho 39/41)
Dos Amigos (Saksaganskoho 51/87)
Sam’s Steak House (Zhylyanska 37)
Steak House Goodman (Zhylyanska 75)

Sector L
Guramma (Dniprovskiy Descent 1)
Park Cafe (Mazepy 11а)
Shooters (Moskovska 22)
Veranda na Dnipri (Naberezhne shose 11a)

Sector M
Frat Social Club (Evgena Konovaltsya 36d)
La Casa Del Habano (Klovskiy Descent 13)
Almondo Night Party Bar (Lesi Ukrainky 
bulv. 34)
Amber (Lesi Ukrainky bulvar 30а)
Kazbek (Lesi Ukrainky bulvar 30а)
Napule (Mechnykova 9)
O' cafe (Mechnykova 9)
Si (Mechnykova 9)
Gorchitsa (Pylypa Orlyka 6)
 
Sector N
LKafa (Chokolivskiy bulvar 11)
Cosmopolite hotel (Vadyma Getmana 6)
IQ Hotel (Vadyma Getmana 6)

Sector E
Outpub (Dmytrivska 18/24)
Belmondo (Hogolivska 17)
Varva (Saksaganskoho 108/16)
Caribbean Club (Symona Petlyury 4)
La Vaca Tapas (Symona Petlyury 6)
Ibis (Polzunova 6)

Sector F
O’Brien’s Irish Pub (Myhailivska 17)
Hyatt (Tarasovoyi 5)
Pauz Cafe (Sofiivska 5)
Whisky Corner (Sofiivska 16/16)
Knyazhyi Grad (V Zhytomyrska 2)
InterContinental (V Zhytomyrska 2а)

Sector G
Druzi Café (Andriivskiy Descent 2d)
Kanapa (Andriivskiy Descent 19а)
Kanapka Bar (Andriivskiy Descent 30а)
De Pari (Andriivskiy Descent 34v)
Radisson Blu (Bratska 17/19 )
Piano Café (Kontraktova Ploshcha 4)
Freedom Club Event Hall (Kyrylivska 134)
Lumberjack barbershop (Nyzhniy Val 15)
Bar Dom (Sagaidachnoho 10/5а)
Riviera (Sagaidachnoho 15)
Impresa (Sagaidachnoho 21)
Tike (Sagaidachnoho 31)
Tarantino Grill & Wine Bar  
(Sagaidachnoho 35)

Fairmont (Naberezhno Hreshchatytska 1а)
Savazh Closer cafe (Nyzhnioyurkivska 31)
Barcode (Nyzhniy Val 17)
Call Me Cacao (Nyzhniy Val 35)
To be (Verhniy Val 2а)
Habana (Verhniy Val 24)
Lubchik (Vozdvyzhenska 10b)
Ohota Na Ovets (Vozdvyzhenska 10b)
RybaLove (Vozdvyzhenska 21-23)
Vozdnyzhensky (Vozdvyzhenska 60)
Deficit (Yaroslaviv Val 9)
Radisson (Yaroslaviv Val 24)
Paul (Yaroslaviv Val 26)
Golden Gate (Yaroslaviv Val 33v)
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Sector A
Smorrebrod (Horodetskogo 4)
Vatra (Horodetskogo 4b)
Fellini (Horodetskogo 5)
Chaikof (Horodetskogo 8/4)
Public Cafe (Khreshchatyk 1/2)
Dnipro (Khreshchatyk 1/2)
Chiken Kyiv (Khreshchatyk 15)
Mocco (Khreshchatyk 15)
Dom Kofe Passage (Khreshchatyk 15)
La Forchetta (Khreshchatyk 16)
Bochka (Khreshchatyk 19а)
Moon Lounge Bar (Khreshchatyk 24)
Shato (Khreshchatyk 24a)
Hangover (Hrushevskogo 3)
Pache (Kostyolna 3)
Tres Francais (Kostyolna 3)
Druzi Cafe (Prorizna 3/5)
Baraban (Prorizna 4а)
Sunduk Pub (Prorizna 22)
Senator Maidan (Shevchenka ave 8v)

Sector B
Biancoro (Baseina 4)
Porto Franco (Baseina 4 )
Traktyr na Baseyniy (Baseina 2)
Beer House (Baseina 2а)
Bar Sklad (Besarabska Ploshcha 2)
Aloft (Esplanadna 17)
Babai Bar (Pushkinska 2)
Gastro Bar #7 (Pushkinska 9а)
Ko & Ko bar (Pushkinska 11)
ProRock (Pushkinska 32)
Antwerpen (Pushkinska 38)
Podshoffe Brasserie (Pushkinska 45/2)
Terracotta (Shevchenka bulv. 57/29)
Premiere Palace (Shevchenka bulv. 57/29)
Hinkalli (Shota Rustaveli 4)
Beef (Shota Rustaveli 11)
Alchemist Bar (Shota Rustaveli 12)
De Bosch (Shota Rustaveli 12)
Maral bar (Shota Rustaveli 15а)
Cafe L’ etage (Shota Rustaveli 16)

Sector C
Ikra (Honchara 67)
Naturlikh (Hmelnytskoho 3)
Ink (Hmelnytskoho 17/52 )
7 pyatnyc’ (Hmelnytskoho 29/2)
Opera (Hmelnytskoho 53 )
City Hotel (Hmelnytskoho 56)
Pantagruel (Lysenka 1)
Spotykach (Volodymyrska 16)
Fish market (Volodymyrska 24a)
Lemonade (Volodymyrska 29)
Le Cosmopolite (Volodymyrska 47)
Barkas (Volodymyrska 49а)
Golden Gate (Zolotovoritska 15)

Sector D
Hedonist bar & kitchen (Antonovycha 4)
Ibis (Shevchenka bulv. 25)
Hilton (Shevchenka bulv. 30)
Chachapuri (Shevchenka bulv. 36а)
Sunduk Pub (Leontovycha 3)
Like A Local Wine Bar (Lva Tolstoho 5)
Dusha Espresso Bar (Lva Tolstoho 39)
Velur (Lva Tolstoho 41)

Where to find What’s On
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